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The ‘face’ of financial reporting

as we know it is about to change.

On 1 January 2006, the new set

of financial reporting standards

(FRSs) in line with the Interna-

tional Accounting Standards

Board’s (IASB) International

Financial Reporting Standards

(IFRS) will be introduced in Malaysia. This new implemen-

tation, tagged by some quarters as the tsunami of financial

reporting, is all set to more than just rock the boat. With

intent to further boost corporate governance practices and

encourage disclosure, these new standards will change

financial reporting structures of Malaysian companies and

perhaps even alter the ways in which these organisations

operate.
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1 January 2006!
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Conference 2005.
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Managers of Value
The Malaysian Institute

of Accountants (MIA)

once again hosted its flagship annual event, the National Accoun-

tants Conference 2005 (NAC 2005). This year, the event registered

more than 1,700 participants and marked another major

milestone for the Institute.
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the challenges of a
      Profession Growing Up

AT

letters to the editor

A key element in the world of publishing is what readers have to say.  We want to hear from you on just about anything that appears in each issue of
Accountants Today. Why not drop us a line now?

contribution of articles

Accountants Today welcomes original and previously unpublished contributions which are of interest to accountants, business leaders, executives and
scholars. Manuscripts should cover domestic or international accounting developments. Lifestyle articles of interest to accountants are also welcomed.
Manuscripts should be submitted in English and range from 1,000 to 2,000 words. They can be submitted in hardcopy or softcopy. Manuscripts are subject
to a review procedure without prejudice and the Editor reserves the right to make amendments which may be deemed appropriate prior to publication.

E D I T O R ’ S  N O T E

“With the FRS in place, there will be greater

inclination towards information-sharing between

management and shareholders as well as other

stakeholders. Is Malaysia prepared for this change?”

For many of us, the month of December is always special. Not only does it put us in the festive mood and signify
the end of another year, it is also an ideal time for self-reflection. It is a time to look back on one’s performance and
achievements during the year, be it in areas concerning work or life in general. It is also during this period that we
look at ways to improve ourselves to ensure that the next year is a more productive one. And thus, New Year
resolutions are made. Although some of us may not be staunch supporters of this practice, it certainly cannot
hurt to make changes that are necessary in the life-long quest for self-improvement.

Speaking of changes, the Malaysian accounting fraternity is all set to experience its own set of changes
with the coming of the new year. On 1 January 2006, corporate Malaysia will witness the introduction of the
Financial Reporting Standards (FRS) to enhance the financial reporting structures of local companies. Driven
by the need to converge accounting standards across the globe to achieve a common set of standards, the
FRS are based on the International Accounting Standards Board’s International Financial Reporting Stand-
ards (IFRS). The IFRS, once implemented all over the
world will ensure that financial statements, whether pre-
pared in London, Sydney or Kuala Lumpur, regardless
of the country, would read the same.

The FRS stress on areas that are crucial in encourag-
ing corporate governance and transparency, namely, fi-
nancial instruments, measurement and disclosure. With
the FRS in place, there will be greater inclination towards
information-sharing between management and shareholders as well as other stakeholders. Is Malaysia pre-
pared for this change? We address this question in our cover story titled All Aboard the FRS Boat. Be sure to
read it!

Also in this month’s issue is a Special Report on the NAC 2005, so for those of you who were unable to be
there, do not miss out on the opportunity to read up on the event.

In the spirit of welcoming the New Year, we also feature Meeting the Challenges of 2006 by Saravanan
Ramasamy. In this article, the author writes of how Malaysia faces the uphill task of delivering economic
growth in an increasingly globalised and more exigent environment.

In this month’s Money Tree column, Rajen Devadason helps readers deal with the discomfort of debt in
Escape the Anguish of Debt. “Wage war against debt terrorism!” urges the author as he shares tips on how to
climb out of the pit of liability. The article is a must-read not only for those who are already in debt but also
for those who want to stay debt-free.

As always, we at Accountants Today have strived really hard to put together an issue that is interesting and
fun. However, we will never know if we are doing it right without your feedback, so please, keep them
coming!

Happy reading, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
            Editor

Accountants Today
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Accounting Firm
Urges Tsang To
Reduce Tax
Leading accounting firm
Deloitte has called upon Hong
Kong’s new Chief Executive,
Donald Tsang, to restore taxa-
tion to 2002/2003 levels to al-
low salaried workers to share
the benefits of the strengthen-
ing economy, repor ts Tax-
News.com.

Quoting a daily newspaper
repor t, Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu’s Hong Kong part-
ner Yvonne Law suggested that
the Tsang administration
should return part of the fiscal
surplus to taxpayers by return-
ing salary tax bands and rates
to their levels in the 2002/2003
tax year.

By doing so, the basic tax al-
lowance for individual taxpayers
would increase to HK$108,000
from HK$100,000 and the stan-
dard tax rate fall to 15 per cent
from 16 per cent.

“The move can enable the
public, especially the middle
class, to share the benefits
brought by economic recov-
ery,” noted Law.

Law, according to the report,
also urged the government to
reconsider its decision to intro-
duce a sales tax, warning that
such a measure threatened to
damage the retail and tourism
sectors, and should be intro-
duced only as a last resort.

Tsang, who was due to make
his maiden policy address, has
inherited an economy in the
midst of a strong rebound, and
he has pledged to maintain
Hong Kong’s “simple low-tax
regime,” which has helped to

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  N E W S

WORLD news

AT

World Market Regulators
to Share Accounting Rule
Information

Regulators worldwide will share information on the way

they decide to apply new accounting rules after a data-

base is set up in 2006, the International Organisation of

Securities Commissions (IOSCO), said recently accord-

ing to a Bloomberg report.

IOSCO will work with regulators to gather decisions

made by watchdogs on the implementation of Interna-

tional Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and then

catalogue them in a database, IOSCO said in a state-

ment before a conference in Frankfurt in October.

European Union regulators, according to the report,

are considering how to enforce consistent use of new

accounting standards as part of an effort to win accep-

tance of EU financial statements for companies that sell

securities on US markets by 2009.

The UK and other EU countries are adopting IFRS to

make accounts more comparable across the region.

About 7,000 publicly traded firms in the EU are prepar-

ing their accounts for 2005 using the new rules.

“It is vital to have an appropriate mechanism to share

information among authorities that will promote con-

sistency in the implementation of IFRS,” Bloomberg

quotes Michel Prada, chairman of the IOSCO technical

committee. Mr. Prada also heads France’s watchdog

Autorite des Marches Financiers.

The European Commission, the EU’s executive arm,

may ask a committee of the EU’s 25 national securities

regulators to coordinate the implementation and enforce-

ment of IFRS, Financial Services Commissioner Charlie

McCreevy said in July. Winning acceptance of the ac-

counts in the US could save US$1.25 billion to US$2.5

billion of translation costs for the roughly 250 EU com-

panies with US stock listings, McCreevy said.
Bloomberg

attract foreign companies to
the territory in droves in the
past year.

According to Director-General
of Investment Promotion at In-
vest Hong Kong, Mike Rowse,
2004 was Hong Kong’s most suc-
cessful year ever for investment
promotion. Invest Hong Kong
assisted 205 foreign and main-
land companies to set up or ex-
pand operations in Hong Kong
last year. By the year’s end, 5,943
mainland and overseas compa-
nies had either regional head-
quarters, a regional office or a
local office in the city. The figure
is up from 5,414 in 2003 and
4,867 in 2002.

Tax-News.com

Emerald Acquires
Four Accounting
and Investment
Journals
The publishing world related to
the accounting fraternity saw
some developments recently.
The Emerald Group Publishing
Ltd has acquired four journal
titles in the field of accounting
and investment, repor ts
ManagingInformation.com.

Purchased from four differ-
ent publishers, the journals of-
fer practical management ad-
vice.

According to the report, the
journals complement Emerald’s
existing seven strong portfolio
of accounting, auditing and le-
gal titles and are part of an on-
going strategy of targeted acqui-
sition to ensure that Emerald re-
mains the world’s leading man-
agement journal publisher.

All journals will be available
on Emerald’s online portal,
Emerald Management Xtra,
which it claims to be
publishing’s largest and most
comprehensive collection of

AT
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World News

peer reviewed management
journals and online support.

This brings the number of
Emerald management journals
to 115, and its accounting and
investment por tfolio to 11.
Emerald’s management serials
offer papers covering how to
turn theory into practice.

The Journal of Accounting &
Organisational Change was ac-
quired by Emerald from
Australia’s Deakin University.
Aimed at researchers and prac-
titioners, it is the international
refereed journal devoted to the
advancement of the interplay
between accounting and
organisational change pro-
cesses. The publication is a pri-
mary source of literature on ac-
counting, HRM, industrial rela-
tions, strategy and
organisational change.

Journal of Human Resource
Costing & Accounting was pur-
chased from the Personnel
Economics Institute at the Uni-
versity of Stockholm. Covering
both human resource account-
ing and cost/benefit analyses
of human resources, the serial
aims to highlight costs and rev-
enues related to human re-
sources.

Journal of Investment Compli-
ance has been acquired from
US publisher, Institutional In-
vestor, Inc. This title is aimed
at audiences ranging from in-
house and outside compliance
executives to financial direc-
tors, lawyers and academics in
economics, finance and risk
management. The quarterly
journal covers both the broker-
dealer and investment advisor
ends of compliance, and the
increasing intertwining of the
two sides. It of fers practical
analysis of issues on the regu-
lation of investment funds as it
relates to their trading, man-
agement, custody, transfers
and investor rules by today’s

top compliance practitioners.
Qualitative Research in Ac-

counting & Management was
acquired by Emerald from the
Auckland University of Tech-
nology. The journal aims to pro-
mote an international and inter-
disciplinary understanding of
management, accounting and
organisations within a global
environment.

Emerald’s accounting, fi-
nance and legal titles include
Accounting, Auditing & Ac-
countability Journal, Interna-
tional Journal of Managerial
Finance, Managerial Auditing
Journal, The Journal of Risk Fi-
nance (incorporating Balance
Sheet), Journal of Financial
Crime, Journal of Money Laun-
dering Control, Journal of Fi-
nancial Regulation and Compli-
ance, Journal of Accounting &
Organisational Change, Journal
of Human Resource Costing &
Accounting, Journal of Invest-
ment Compliance and Qualita-
tive Research in Accounting &
Management.
www.managinginformation.com

First Solution for
End-to-End
Records Manager
Some insight for those dabbling
in risk management and docu-
ment management system.

Interwoven, Inc., provider of
Enterprise Content Manage-
ment (ECM) solutions, has in-
troduced the new Interwoven
Records Manager (IRM) 5.0
product, enabling professional
services firms to achieve enter-
prise content compliance and
ef fective risk management
through a unified information
management platform incorpo-
rating both paper and elec-
tronic records, repor ts
Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance

Journal.
Interwoven’s IRM 5.0 offers

a complete and scalable ap-
proach to records management
through the seamless integra-
tion with Interwoven’s indus-
try-leading WorkSite 8 collabo-
rative document management
system.

This, according to the online
report, positions the company
as the only ECM solutions pro-
vider to enable the unified man-
agement of records, docu-
ments, and e-mails within a
true engagement/matter-cen-
tric collaboration environment.

Traditionally a back-room
organisational function,
records management is in-
creasingly moving to the front
office due to the explosion in
electronic content and emerg-
ing regulations that apply the
same compliance require-
ments to electronic content
that were previously applied
only to paper.

Further, the report noted,
the proliferation of content
across multiple electronic sys-
tems, combined with the con-
tinued presence of paper
records, is causing firms to
forge a new compliance model
to comply with potential and
costly information discovery
requests. As a result, profes-
sional ser vices firms are in
greater need of extensive and
complete records management
solutions that integrate tightly
with a variety of information
systems, accelerate user adop-
tion, and closely map to com-
mon business processes.

Quoting a research note
from Forrester Research, the
report suggested that records
management is one of the fast-
est growing areas of ECM, ex-
periencing a 200 per cent in-
crease in license revenue sales
from 2004 to 2005.

Interwoven is enabling pro-

fessional services firms to ad-
dress emerging information
and risk management chal-
lenges with IRM 5.0 by provid-
ing customers with a true end-
to-end approach to records
management that has previ-
ously been unavailable. Ad-
dressing common end user
roadblocks, Interwoven’s IRM
5.0, together with Interwoven
WorkSite 8’s unique engage-
ment/matter centric design,
extends the capabilities of
records management to the
desktops of individual users,
without introducing new
hurdles that require end users
to have records management
knowledge or to follow radi-
cally dif ferent business pro-
cesses that compromise pro-
ductivity for compliance.

“The explosion of content, rise
in litigation, and changing regu-
latory environment are making
it critical for firms to think holis-
tically about managing all
records — paper, electronic, and
e-mail,” said Jeffrey Schwarz, IT
partner, McDermott Will & Em-
ery LLP. “Interwoven Records
Manager 5.0 will provide a single
scalable system to help us meet
our current and future needs for
managing all records across our
15 offices.”

Elaborating on the product,
Neil Araujo, Interwoven’s VP
for professional services and
compliance solutions, says: “In
today’s business environment,
professional services firms are
increasingly looking for a more
ef fective way to manage
records, as the previous dis-
jointed approach continues to
break under the pressures of
rising content volumes and
new content types.

“Firms today need one com-
plete system to address their
full spectrum of records man-
agement challenges.”

www.s-ox.com

AT

AT
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World News
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Pension Funds
Sue Delphi Over
Accounting
Practices
Two state pension funds and
other shareholders are suing auto
supplier Delphi Corporation, ac-
cording to a Detroit-based report
posted on www.klfy.com.

They claim executives lied
about the company’s finances
in order to protect their jobs
and artificially inflated Delphi’s
stock price.

The lawsuit is the latest blow
for the largest US auto supplier,
which is threatening to declare
bankruptcy by 17 October if it
fails to reach a deal with Gen-
eral Motors and the United
Auto Workers to lower its costs.
GM spun off Delphi in 1999.

The plaintiffs claim Delphi
improperly booked payments
for technology services as as-
sets and booked rebates and
credits as income before they
were actually earned.

www.klfy.com

Deloitte Slammed
for Faulty
Accounting
The US auditing industr y
watchdog had on 6 October re-
ported that it found faults in past
audits by Big Four accounting
firm Deloitte & Touche.

In inspections from May to
November 2004 at Deloitte of-
fices, the Public Company Ac-
counting Oversight Board
(PCAOB) said its inspection
team found “audit deficiencies,”
including failures by Deloitte to
identify or address accounting
errors, reports international
news agency Reuters.

Some of the errors “ap-

peared likely to be material” to
audit client financial results,
the report quoted the PCAOB.

“The deficiencies also included
failures by the firm to perform,
or to perform sufficiently, certain
necessary audit procedures,”
said the PCAOB in a report.

In response, the repor t
quotes a Deloitte statement as
saying: “We have taken appro-
priate action to address the
matters identified by the in-
spection team … We are sup-
portive of this process.”

The PCAOB did not identify
the companies whose financial
statements were audited by
Deloitte and chosen for review
in the first full-scale inspection of
Deloitte by the PCAOB. The
PCAOB’s report was the second
in a series of reports on Big Four
auditing firms. The board found
fault recently with a handful of
past audits done by KPMG.

There will be PCAOB inspec-
tion reports in weeks ahead on
PricewaterhouseCoopers and
Ernst & Young. The PCAOB
was set up to police the audit in-
dustry under 2002’s Sarbanes-
Oxley reforms amid the corpo-
rate book-cooking scandals that
started with the 2001 collapse of
Enron Corp.

That debacle and others se-
verely tarnished the audit in-
dustr y, which for years had
been self-regulating.

Reuters

Anatomy of a
Tax Shelter
Abusive transactions made by
former KPMG executives cost
the US $2.5 billion in evaded
taxes. How did they do it?

That’s a recent New York-
based report by CNN-Money. It
began by saying that the heyday
for tax shelters may be coming
to an end as the government

widens its investigation into tax
shelter fraud that costs taxpay-
ers billions of dollars.

The report says eight former
executives of accounting firm
KPMG, as well as an outside con-
spirator, pleaded not guilty to
charges of conspiracy to commit
tax fraud in early September, but
the case appears far from over as
a US prosecutor said he expects
charges to be brought against 12
more additional defendants.

KPMG, one of the final Big
Four accounting firms, also ad-
mitted to wrongdoing in the
fraud case, which generated at
least US$11 billion in phoney tax
losses and cost the US $2.5 bil-
lion in evaded taxes, according
to the US Department of Justice.

A tax shelter is a type of invest-
ment that allows someone to re-
duce their tax liability. Examples
include investments in pension
plans and real estate. You can also
reduce your taxable income if you
have losses on investments.

But when shelters are de-
signed solely for the purpose of
avoiding taxes, they become
abusive, the report says. The
tax shelters marketed to
wealthy clients in the KPMG
case used various means to do
this, according to Lee Sheppard,
a contributing editor at Tax Ana-
lysts, a non-profit organisation
that publishes tax resources.

How do abusive tax shelters
work? Check out the report on
the international channel’s
website.

The individuals in the KPMG
case, in addition to designing
the shelters, have been charged
for not registering the tax shel-
ters with the IRS; supplying
opinion letters that said the shel-
ters were “more likely than not”
to withstand an IRS challenge;
falsifying documents; and filing
and causing to be filed fraudu-
lent tax returns.

CNN/Money

Financial
Directors’ Search
for a Simple Life
In August 2004, The Hundred
Group of Finance Directors,
representing the chief financial
officers of the FTSE-100 com-
panies, made a rare excursion
into the public spotlight. The
body took the highly unusual
step of publishing best practice
guidelines to help meet the de-
mands of the introduction of in-
ternational financial reporting
standards (IFRS).

According to ITWeek, it was
an intervention approved by
both the International Account-
ing Standards Board (IASB)
and the London Stock Ex-
change.

A year later, The Hundred
Group publicly inter vened
again in the issue of interna-
tional accounting standards. In
late summer 2005, Jon
Symonds, the Chairman of The
Hundred Group, made a calcu-
lated intervention in the pro-
cess of adopting IFRS. His
point is that blue chip compa-
nies are fearful that IFRS are
making accounts less relevant
and less comprehensible to
shareholders and other stake-
holders.

ITWeek reports that these
comments will be taken seri-
ously by both the UK’s Ac-
counting Standards Board and
by the IASB, if for no other rea-
son than The Hundred Group
generally operates through
quiet diplomacy and discrete
lobbying rather than airing its
opinion in public.

“It is tempting to see the re-
marks as nothing more than
the public expression of the re-
sentment that has been build-
ing up among British finance
directors (FDs) for some time.
Preparers of accounts have

AT
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been involved in a two-year
IFRS conversion project and
they are all entitled to be thor-
oughly cheesed off with the
work. FDs and their colleagues
are being asked to make a sig-
nificant step up to a set of stan-
dards that are materially differ-
ent from those they were used
to applying.

“The enthusiasm that many
British FDs felt for interna-
tional standards has evapo-
rated away. While this may be
a shame, it is far from fatal for
the process. The IFRS process
is a long way down the track
with much of the hard work
having been completed and the
European Commission isn’t
going to give up on this project
vital to securing a single mar-
ket capable of taking on the
US,” the report suggests.

Standard setters, according
to the ITWeek article, argue

that the problem for UK
preparers switching to IFRS is
the amount of detail which they
have to disclose. On the other
hand, standard setters genu-
inely believe that many of the
principles behind UK account-
ing standards are similar to
their international counter-
parts. So why do FDs fear that
the ongoing technical and theo-
retical approach to accounting
could undermine communica-
tion between business and
owners?

FDs, according to author
Peter Williams who is a char-
tered accountant, want an ac-
counting standard on financial
instruments which champions
the cause of simplicity over
principle. This plea is not being
ignored by standard setters,
but they point out that the price
of simplicity is that there can
be few exceptions to the prin-

ciple of marking to market. It
would be expected that a pro-
hibition on exceptions would
cause anguish among FDs.

www.itweek.co.uk

Enhanced Online
Tutorial System
Publisher McGraw-Hill Higher
Education and ALEKS Corpo-
ration, provider of web-based
artificially intelligent educa-
tional software, on 5 October
announced the release of an en-
hanced online Accounting Cycle
Review tutorial for students en-
tering courses that require a
basic knowledge of accounting.

ALEKS (Assessment and
Learning in Knowledge Spaces)
is produced by ALEKS Corpora-
tion and distributed in colleges
and universities exclusively by
McGraw-Hill Higher Education,

reports PRNewswire.
The enhanced tutorial en-

ables students to more quickly
progress through complicated
topics. In addition, students
need to answer fewer problems
correctly to demonstrate mas-
tery of items.

The press release quotes Wil
Lampros, president of ALEKS
Corp as saying that the im-
provement in the ALEKS learn-
ing mode will allow students to
move through problems in
quick succession. “As a result,
students will be able to com-
plete more items in any given
session and will get up to speed
on the Accounting Cycle
faster,” he says.

While The Accounting Cycle
Review  by ALEKS may be
used with accounting text-
books of fered by many col-
lege publishers, the tutorial is
particularly effective when it
is used along with McGraw-
Hill/Irwin textbooks such as
Intermediate Accounting 4th
Edition by Spiceland et al.
McGraw Hill is a provider of
teaching and learning solu-
tions for the post-secondary
and higher education markets
worldwide.

PRNewswire

World News

AT

AT

“The enthusiasm that many British FDs felt for international standards

has evaporated away. While this may be a shame, it is far from fatal for

the process. The IFRS process is a long way down the track with much

of the hard work having been completed and the European Commission

isn’t going to give up on this project vital to securing a single market

capable of taking on the US.”
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S P E C I A L  R E P O R T

From its humble beginning as a
conference for accountants, the
NAC has become one of the
leading national conferences for

business professionals. Today it is no
longer only relevant to accountants be-
cause the event is seeing the participation

of corporate captains, industry leaders,
policy-makers, decision-makers and inno-
vators from various other industries. This
cross industry participation also attests to
the fact that the quality of the speakers and
the relevance of the topics presented dur-
ing the event have increased.

The National Accountants Conference
(NAC) has always been the right platform
for members of the accounting fraternity
to network, exchange ideas and generally
update themselves on issues relating to the
profession. Significant progress in the de-
velopment and betterment of the profes-

sion can be achieved by the implementa-
tion of some of the many ideas conceived
and shared at this conference. It has served
as an important avenue to assess the pro-
fessions’ needs and adopt the best prac-
tices gained from this conference.

As the national regulatory body for the

accountancy profession, the MIA has a re-
sponsibility in putting across to accoun-
tants’ current issues that best reflect the
developments in the international business
scene that directly or indirectly affect the
practice of accountancy globally. This year,
the two-day conference which was held on

22-23 November 2005 at the Putra World
Trade Centre, Kuala Lumpur focused on
the accounting profession’s perspective in
Accountants: Managers of Value.

In conjunction with the event, both the
Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA)
and the Malaysian Accountancy Research

The National Accountants
Conference 2005

ACCOUNTANTS: MANAGERS OF VALUE

The Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA) once again hosted its
flagship annual event, the National Accountants Conference 2005 (NAC
2005). This year, the event registered more than 1,700 participants and
marked another major milestone for the Institute.

“With all these challenges before you,

it is therefore appropriate that you are

examining anew the scope of your

profession, emphasising your responsi-

bility to the community, reiterating your

commitment to professional integrity

and making sure that the training of

accountants is up-to-date.
YB Dato’ Sri Hishammuddin Tun Hussein
The Honourable Minister of EducationSeeking cooperation from the accountants … YB Dato’ Sri Hishammuddin

delivers his keynote address during the opening ceremony
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and Education Foundation (MAREF) pre-
sented the MIA-MAREF Outstanding Re-
search Paper Awards (MORPA). It is the
first time that MIA and MAREF are collabo-
rating on a project of such nature to give
due recognition to accountancy research,
which is cutting-edge and relevant in im-
proving the practice of accountancy. By
encouraging such outstanding practices,
both organisations aim to achieve excel-
lence in accounting research initiatives.

In his keynote address during the open-
ing ceremony, The Honourable Minister of
Education, YB Dato’ Sri Hishammuddin
Tun Hussein, said that this year’s theme
stresses the role of accountants in a bold
way, showing accountants’ awareness that
they practise their well-established profes-
sion in changing circumstances and
against a backdrop of new opportunities
and challenges. “With all these challenges
before you, it is therefore appropriate that
you are examining anew the scope of your
profession, emphasising your responsibil-
ity to the community, reiterating your com-
mitment to professional integrity and mak-
ing sure that the training of accountants is
up-to-date. Accountants must now also be
well-rounded professionals with strong
managerial and communicative skills”. He
also noted that members of MIA serve the
country in many capacities. The range of
occupations undertaken by accountants, or
ex-accountants, is vast: from auditors and
consultants to entrepreneurs, from restau-
rateurs to CEOs of public-listed companies.
“In all these capacities, accountants bring
a common set of skills, an understanding
of the importance of controls, safeguards

and visibility; a sense of the role account-
ability plays in making possible that trust
between people which is the basis of pros-
perity, good governance and peace”, he
added.

While seeking MIA’s active engagement
with the Ministry of Education, YB Dato’
Sri Hishammuddin commended MIA’s ef-
fort at raising the profile of the accountancy
profession in the country by participating
in many career guidance events and talks
to students in schools.

The MIA President, Abdul Rahim Abdul
Hamid meanwhile stated that catalysts
such as globalisation and trade
liberalisation bring on new challenges
upon the accounting profession and the
need for a common set of standards in ac-
counting, auditing and ethics is an impera-
tive. In this respect, it has always inspired
the Institute to ensure that accounting pro-
fessionals in Malaysia are on a level-play-
ing ground as that of accounting profes-
sionals in other advanced countries.

Rahim also announced that the Ministry
of Higher Education’s Halatuju Report is
being reviewed to ensure that the
Institute’s education standards are in line
with IFAC’s. “The review is cross-sectional
in that it involves the Ministry of Finance,
the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of
Higher Education, local institutions of
higher learning as well as MIA. I must fur-
ther add that the need to be consistent with
international standards dictates that the In-
stitute continuously review the profession’s
educational requirements from time to
time,” he said.

He added that while there is nothing

wrong with being trained at local universi-
ties, there is certainly added value in get-
ting a professional qualification. “It will
improve the level of professionalism
amongst our accountants as they will al-
ways have to conform to the highest stan-
dards of integrity and ethics to avoid hav-
ing their membership revoked, should
they engage in malpractices or dishonest
activities. In the present situation in Ma-
laysia we are unable to enforce this, as you
cannot strip someone of their degree,” he
said in his opening address at the launch.

After the launch of the conference, YB
Dato’ Sri Hishammuddin, accompanied by
Abdul Rahim and the Institute’s Vice-Presi-
dent, Nik Mohd Hasyudeen and other of-
ficials, took a tour of the booths at the ex-
hibition centre. Over 50 exhibitors partici-
pated in the NAC 2005 Exhibition. Del-
egates and guests also had the opportunity
to browse through these booths to check
out all kinds of products and services rang-
ing from automotive to information tech-
nology solutions. MIA had also set up a
booth at the exhibition to deal with mem-
bership related matters as well as to pro-
mote the Institute.

The Malaysian Red Crescent Society’s
(MRCS) presence for the first time at the
exhibition booth attracted lots of attention.
As part of its Corporate Social Responsi-
bility (CSR) project, NAC 2005 served as
an effective platform for the Institute to
assist MRCS to promote the various causes
it champions in helping the unfortunate.
For this purpose, the Institute had ex-
tended to the MRCS the opportunity to
conduct activities that will facilitate its ef-

The National Accountants Conference 2005

“… catalysts such as globalisation and

trade liberalisation bring on new

challenges upon the accounting

profession and the need for a common

set of standards in accounting, auditing

and ethics is an imperative.”
Abdul Rahim Abdul Hamid, President, MIA

Welcome to NAC 2005 … MIA’s President, Abdul Rahim
Abdul Hamid delivering his welcoming address to the
crowd during the opening ceremony
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The National Accountants Conference 2005

Full house … More than 1,700
people attended the NAC 2005

And NAC 2005 is officially declared open!… Dato’ Sri
Hishammuddin strikes the gong thrice to launch the conference

Taking press queries … The press conference after the opening
ceremony

Crowd-puller … The MIA’s booth at the exhibition was an
instant hit with those who attended the conference

Sharing a laugh … Dato’ Sri Hishammuddin on the exhibition
tour at Celcom’s booth

forts in aiding those in various stricken ar-
eas: by raising funds for the victims of the
South Asia Quake and recruiting those in-
terested in becoming MRCS volunteers.
MRCS also conducted free health checks
and a Blood Donation Drive, which success-
fully attracted more than 32 donors in a day.

On the evening of 22 November 2005, in
conjunction with the NAC 2005, the Insti-
tute hosted the Grand Conference Dinner
at the Merdeka Hall in PWTC, which saw
the participation of 1,800 guests and del-
egates. Gracing the Grand Conference Din-
ner was the Minister of International Trade
and Industry, YB Dato’ Seri Rafidah Aziz,

who was accompanied by her husband,
YBhg. Tan Sri Mohamed Basir Ahmad.

In her speech, Dato’ Seri Rafidah said
that in managing value, accountants must
be able to continue to add value to their
clients’ operations, by having up-to-date un-
derstanding of the developments in the
industry within which the clients operate.
Accountants need to create additional value
from the diversity of information in the
marketplace, and to devise appropriate
tools and approaches, to assist clients to
be competitive in the increasingly
globalised environment.

She called out to the accounting practi-

tioners in Malaysia to strategise for the fu-
ture, particularly to enable the accountancy
sector to effectively integrate into the glo-
bal economy. She explained that regional
and international organisations such as the
World Bank, Islamic Development Bank
and Asian Development Bank continue to
fund various projects, which have direct
spin-offs to the accounting firms. For ex-
ample, from January to September 2005, the
Asian Development Bank disbursed project
loans, worth US$185.1 million for 158 con-
sulting contracts. Dato’ Seri Rafidah urged
the Malaysian accounting firms to register
with these regional and multilateral banks

14
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AT

Interactive session … Participants actively participate in the
Laughter Yoga — A Breakthrough in Stress Management session
by Dr. Madan Kataria

Girl power! … Dr. Bien Mei Nien, Principal/Managing Director of
the Professional Advancement Achievement Centre, Norazizah
Sulaiman, President of the International Women Entrepreneurs
Association Malaysia, Winnie Loo from A Cut Above Academy,
YBhg Dato’ Nellie Tan-Wong, Deputy Chairperson of the Women’s
Institute of Management and moderator Suhaimi Sulaiman
during the Women in Business Forum

Question time … One of the participants posing a question to the
speaker during a session

Attractive booth
display …
Participants
visiting the
various booths at
the NAC 2005
exhibition hall

Musical interlude … Musicians entertaining participants at the
exhibition grounds

The National Accountants Conference 2005

in order to be able to participate in projects
funded by them and it is important that the
firms ensure that they have the necessary
capacity and capabilities.

She added that the government will con-
tinue to provide support and assistance to
the services sector, in particular companies
in the professional services sector. Such com-
panies should leverage on the support ser-
vices provided by agencies such as the Na-
tional Professional Services Export Council,
and the Professional Services Development
Corporation, in building capacity and capa-
bility accessing into market intelligence, and
identifying potential markets for 2006.

Dato’ Seri Rafidah also commended the
Institute’s efforts in profiling the profes-
sion and hoped that the Institute will con-
tinue to be proactive in the development
of the Malaysian accounting services sec-
tor.

During the dinner, guests and delegates
were entertained by singer Sharizan who
belted out some popular oldies. Then the
Comedy Court took to the centre stage.

When they were done, there was an an-
nouncement by emcee, Lisa Wong, stating
that a lucky draw was under way and
though most of it was pre-drawn, the first
and grand prizes which included one re-

turn air ticket to Fukuoka, Japan, and two
return air tickets to Hong Kong respec-
tively, were yet to be given away and that
the draws would be conducted at the end
of the dinner. Delegates also stood the
chance to win the contest which was con-
ducted by the Institute. The winner of the
first prize (one return air ticket to
Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India) and the grand
prize (two return air tickets to Perth, Aus-
tralia) were announced on the next day, 23
November 2005.

Following this, the award winning song-
stress, Shafinaz, enchanted the audience
with her brilliant vocals. While rendering
many crowd pleasers, she went down to the
floor and invited guests to dance and sing
along with her.

The dinner ended after the presentation
of the first and grand prizes to the win-
ners.
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GRAND CONFERENCE DINNER

The National Accountants Conference 2005

Time to relax … The NAC 2005 organising
chairman delivers his welcoming address
at the Grand Conference Dinner

In deep conversation … Dato’ Seri Rafidah Aziz (second from right), who was the guest-of-
honour at the dinner, speaks to Abdul Rahim Abdul Hamid and his wife Puan Norizah Abdullah

Let me sing with you … A participant joins Shafinaz on stage as
she belts out a soulful number

Who will get lucky? … Datuk Abdul Samad Haji Alias (Dr.)
drawing a lucky number as MIA Secretariat Staff and host Lisa
Wong (behind, right) look on

Hilarious! …
The Comedy

Court duo
wooed the

crowd with
their salesmen

antics

Thank you …
Abdul Rahim
presenting
Dato’ Seri
Rafidah with a
memento

Jazzing it up … Sharizan crooned out jazzy
numbers creating a warm yet relaxed
atmosphere during dinner One for the album … Some of the guests at the dinner smiling for the camera
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Mohd. Nazam Dzolkarnaini
walked away with the first
prize of RM3,000 in cash for

his paper titled Capital Control Regime
and Capital Structure Determinants: A
Malaysian Case (extract of article on fol-
lowing page). His paper focused on the
controversial adoption of the capital con-
trol regime by the Malaysian Government
on 1 September 1998 in light of the 1997
Asian crisis. The winning research paper
asserted that the capital control adoption
had proven successful in stabilising the
economy, at least in the medium-term.
Apart from winning cash, Nazam also re-
ceived the opportunity to present his pa-
per at the National Accountants Confer-
ence (NAC) 2005.

The second prize of RM2,000 in cash
went to Mohd Hassan Che Haat (co-
reseachers — Rashidah Abd Rahman,
Sakthi Mahenthiran & Nadiah Abdul
Hamid) for a research paper titled The
Factors that Cause Companies to be Sus-
pended from the Kuala Lumpur Stock Ex-
change. The paper is an empirical study of
troubled (i.e. PN 4) companies and their
agency costs to outsiders who invest in
them. The sample consisted of 21 compa-
nies each in three groups made up of PN
4, positive economic profit and negative
economic profit companies.

Faudziah Hanim Fadzil (co-reseachers -
Hasnah Haron & Muhamad Jantan)
walked away with the third prize of
RM1,000 in cash for the paper titled Inter-
nal Auditing Practices and Internal Control

Systems in Malaysian Listed Companies. Us-
ing data from 250 audit practitioners from
the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (cur-
rently known as Bursa Malaysia), this
study among other findings suggests that
independence, scope of audit work, audit
reporting, audit programmes, manage-
ment of internal audit department, perfor-
mance of audit work, audit reviews, objec-
tivity and professional proficiency are im-
portant internal auditing practices from the
perception of internal auditors.

Apart from winning cash prizes, all three
winners will have their papers published
in the Malaysian Accounting Review and Ac-
countants Today, the MIA’s magazine for
its members.

MORPA
Promotes Excellence in Accounting Research

In conjunction with the National Accountants Conference 2005 (NAC 2005), which
was held at the Putra World Trade Centre in Kuala Lumpur on 22-23 November

2005, both the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA) and the Malaysian
Accountancy Research and Education Foundation (MAREF) presented the

MIA-MAREF Outstanding Research Paper Awards (MORPA) on the first morning.

The MORPA competition ran from 8
July until 12 August 2005 and responses
received were encouraging with over 70
papers submitted. All the papers were re-
viewed by an Adjudication Committee
made up of academicians and practitio-
ners.

It is the first time that MIA and MAREF
are collaborating on a project of such na-
ture to give due recognition to accountancy
research which is cutting-edge and rel-
evant in improving the practice of accoun-
tancy. By encouraging such outstanding
practices, both organisations are clear on
the direction of this venture. The goal is to
achieve excellence in accounting research
initiatives.

S P E C I A L  R E P O R T

AT

The MORPA winners … (L-R) NAC organising Chairperson, YC Lee; MIA President, Abdul
Rahim Abdul Hamid; Mohd Nazam, Mohd Hassan, Faudziah Hanim and MIA’s Immediate
Past President and Council Member, Datuk Abdul Samad Haji Alias (Dr.)
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In light of the 1997 Asian crisis, the
adoption of a capital control regime
by the Malaysian government on 1
September 1998 was very much con-

troversial. Despite being highly criticised, it
is argued that Malaysia has recovered nicely.
On 21 July 2005, the government announced
the scrapping of the seven-year-old ringgit’s
peg to the US dollar. As ringgit depegging
marks a significant upliftment of one of the
capital control policies, an early assessment
of the policies’ effectiveness is timely. This pa-
per examines the impact of capital control on
the leverage ratios of Malaysian companies
during the period 1 September 1994 to 31 Au-

gust 2002. Further, the paper investigates the
issues of capital control and the capital struc-
ture determinants. Results indicate that:

capital control has significantly
changed the overall leverage ratios be-
tween the pre and the post-capital con-
trol periods;

the leverage level of Malaysian compa-
nies is mainly driven by three major fac-
tors, namely, the company size, the
profitability and the liquidity; and

capital control has a significant impact on
the role of some capital structure deter-
minants.

With all these evidence, it is suggested that
capital control adoption has proven success-
ful in stabilising the economy, at least in the
medium-term.

Introduction
In light of the 1997 Asian financial cri-

sis, Malaysia took a different path by not
resorting to the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) for assistance to combat se-
vere deterioration in its economy, in con-
trast to other affected countries such as
Korea, Thailand, and Indonesia. From 1
September 1998, the Malaysian govern-
ment adopted a capital control regime,

Capital Control Regime and
Capital Structure Determinants

A MALAYSIAN CASE
Extracted from Mohd Nazam Dzolkarnaini’s MORPA winning paper

S P E C I A L  R E P O R T

1

2

3
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which, inter alia, fixed the ringgit at an
exchange rate of RM3.80 per one US dol-
lar. Since then, it has been argued that Ma-
laysia has recovered nicely as well as Ko-
rea and Thailand that took the orthodox
path (Kaplan and Rodrik, 2001).

On 21 July 2005, the Malaysian govern-
ment announced the scrapping of the
seven-year-old ringgit’s peg to the US dol-
lar and the ringgit was allowed to operate
in a managed float with reference to a bas-
ket of currencies. As ringgit depegging
marks a significant upliftment of one of the
Malaysian capital control policies, an early
assessment of the policies’ effectiveness is
timely. Hence, the paper is interested to
examine the possible impact of adopting
such a regime on the overall leverage ra-
tios and on the capital structure determi-
nants of Malaysian companies. These will
provide some evidence on the corporate
financing behaviour while serving as ro-
bustness checks of prior capital structure
studies.

Most of the financial and currency cri-
sis literature focuses on explaining the
causes and effects of the crisis. However,
the works are largely concentrated on the
macroeconomics variables of affected na-
tions and very few studies have been iden-
tified related to the microeconomic aspects
of corporate financing. Driffield and Pal
(2001) studied corporate financing pat-
terns in Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia and
Thailand in the periods before the 1997
Asian financial crisis and found some fi-
nancing variables that might have contrib-
uted to the overall occurrence of the cri-
sis. However, they did not address the post-
crisis period. A recent paper by
Deesomsak, Paudyal and Pescetto (2004)
investigated the capital structure determi-
nants of companies operating in the Asia
Pacific region, namely, Thailand, Malaysia,
Singapore and Australia. Although the
1997 crisis motivates the paper, however,
it did not specifically address the capital
control regime, which is unique to Malay-
sia. Further, as the paper used one mea-
sure of leverage only (i.e. market lever-
age), one could argue that their findings
are questionable with regard to other mea-
sures of leverage such as book leverage.
The use of book leverage is equally impor-
tant as Welch (2004) found that the lever-

age ratios are largely explained by past
stock returns, hence implying that compa-
nies do not readjust their debt levels to
counteract the mechanistic effect of stock
returns on leverage. Therefore, it is ex-
pected that the changes between the mar-
ket and the book leverages are somewhat
different with a simultaneous change for
the former and a slower (delayed) change
for the later. Built up upon these, the
present paper incorporates two aggregate
measures of leverage (i.e. market and book
leverage) so that the different impact of
capital control on corporate financing de-
cisions could be highlighted and conse-

quently provides a robustness check on the
previous findings by Deesomsak et al.
(2004).

Final motivation for this paper was to rep-
licate prior studies of capital structure de-
terminants so that fresh evidence in the
Malaysian environment, especially with
regard to the issue of capital control, could
be provided. Such replication seems nec-
essary as the issue is not well explored in
Malaysia. A study by Mohamad (1995) cov-
ers the period of 1986-1990 but is limited
to a sample of 108 large Malaysian compa-
nies. In contrast, the present paper exam-
ines the capital structure determinants in
the period of 1995-2002, which incorpo-
rates a larger sample of Malaysian non-fi-
nancial companies.

This paper has two primary objectives.
First, it investigates whether there is a sig-
nificant change to the leverage ratios as a
result of adopting the regime. Hence, the
medium-term effectiveness of the capital
control on companies’ capital structure can
be ascertained. Second, it examines the
factors which influence corporate financ-
ing decisions and assesses to what extent
the factors change when the regime was
adopted. The results are compared to the

Capital Control Regime and Capital Structure Determinants

previous findings of Mohamad (1995),
Rajan and Zingales (1995), Bevan and
Danbolt (2002, 2004) and Deesomsak et al.
(2004). These will highlight whether the
usual capital structure determinants could
hold in such an environment.

The paper covers an eight-year period,
that is, from 1 September 1994 to 31 August
2002. This reflects the periods of before
(i.e. from 1 September 1994 to 31 August
1998) and after (i.e. from 1 September 1998
to 31 August 2002) the capital control adop-
tion. Selection of these dates is critical as
it is intended to specifically examine the
impact of the capital control regime rather

than the general issue of the 1997 Asian
financial crisis. This distinguishes the pa-
per from Deesomsak et al. (2004).

It was found that there is a significant
change on the overall leverage ratios be-
tween the pre and post-capital control peri-
ods. In the capital structure determinant
analysis, the leverage level of Malaysian
companies was found to be mainly driven
by three major factors, namely, the company
size, profitability and liquidity. It is also docu-
mented that the capital control adoption has
a significant impact on the role of some capi-
tal structure determinants. With all these
evidence, it is suggested that the capital
control was proven successful in stabilising
the economy, at least in the medium-term,
and subsequently promoting the financial
well-being of Malaysian companies.

The remainder of the paper is organised as fol-
lows. In Section 2, a brief literature review on the
financial and currency crisis, capital control
mechanism, and capital structure theory is pro-
vided. Section 3 discusses the research methods.
Section 4 presents the data analysis, results and
interpretations. Section 5 concludes the paper.
For those interested in reading the above re-
search paper in full, please contact the writer at
m.n.dzolkarnaini@stir.ac.uk. or the Communi-
cations Department of the Malaysian Institute
of Accountants at 603-2279 9200.

“On 21 July 2005, the Malaysian government announced the

scrapping of the seven-year-old ringgit’s peg to the US dollar and the

ringgit will be allowed to operate in a managed float with reference to

a basket of currencies. As ringgit depegging marks a significant

upliftment of one of the Malaysian’s capital control policies, an early

assessment of the policies’ effectiveness is timely.”

AT
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C O V E R

ALL ABOARD THE

FRS Boat
The ‘face’ of financial reporting as we know it

is about to change. On 1 January 2006,
the new set of financial reporting

standards (FRS) in line with
 the International Accounting

Standards Board’s (IASB)
International Financial Reporting

Standards (IFRS) will be
introduced in Malaysia. This new

implementation, tagged by some
quarters as the tsunami of financial

reporting, is all set to more than just rock
the boat. With intent to further boost
corporate governance practices and

encourage disclosure, these new standards
will change financial reporting structures

of Malaysian companies and perhaps
even alter the ways in which these

organisations operate.
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Stemming from the International
Accounting Standards Board’s
plan to produce a single set of
high-quality global repor ting

standards and eliminating incomparabil-
ity, the new implementation is aimed at
achieving convergence in the world of ac-
counting — developing a so-called lingua
franca — among the accounting fraternity
of the world. That would mean that once
the IFRS are implemented across the
world, all countries would have financial
statements that read the same.

On 1 January 2005, countries such as
Singapore, Hong Kong and Australia and
countries in the European Union (EU)
moved to the IFRS platform. Malaysia,
however, decided to defer the implemen-
tation to 1 January 2006, thus giving the
country a grace period to learn from those
who treaded the path before them.

Here, Accountants Today seeks the opin-
ion of industry players on how prepared
they think Malaysia is, in the light of these
new FRS.

But they are
not completely new to us …

Improvements, according to Faiz Azmi,
a partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers, are
inherent in the implementation of a set of
high-quality financial reporting standards.
Standards change to best reflect the cir-
cumstances that suit the environment
prevalent for the period. Such changes are
a reality that accountants are cognisant of,
and once implemented, they have to be
adhered to, he adds.

The implementation of the new FRS in
2006, says Faiz, is a major shift in the lo-
cal accounting landscape, but this is noth-
ing the country has not been through be-
fore (for instance, the first MASB stan-
dards issued between 1999 and 2003).

“The good news is that Malaysia has al-
ways benchmarked itself against stan-
dards issued by the International Account-
ing Standards Board (IASB), so aligning
our FRS to IAS/IFRS should not be as
major an issue as it was for the European
Union, where national standards may not
have been consistent with that of stan-
dards issued by the IASB.

Datuk Abdul Samad Haji Alias (Dr.),
Executive Chairman of Ernst & Young

Malaysia holds a similar opinion. “The
new FRS are only an improvisation of the
old International Accounting Standards
(IASs) and Malaysia has always (since
1958) adopted the IASs with minor local
modifications. As such, there is really no
major technical requirement imposed
upon the profession except perhaps a
couple of new standards which include fi-
nancial instruments, measurement and
disclosure.”

Preparing for the reality of FRSs
Recent initiatives undertaken by regu-

lators (Bursa Malaysia and the Securities
Commission) and the standards-setter
(MASB) to bring corporate Malaysia up
to par with the developments impacting
accounting periods beginning 1 January
2006 have served to put the new FRS —
the changes and their impacts — on the
immediate agenda of Boards, Faiz says.

“It is also encouraging to see profes-
sional bodies (MIA and MICPA) and pro-
fessional firms doing their best to play their
role in disseminating this message.
PricewaterhouseCoopers has organised

seminars, training and workshops, special
awareness sessions with Boards, dialogues
with regulators, educating the public via
articles and providing guidance in various
forms from publications and technical ad-
visory to assisting clients in implementa-
tion.”

The local accounting profession, has to
implement procedures to ensure all staff
are trained adequately to dispense their
roles effectively and efficiently, Faiz adds.
“And not just staff training as there is also
the expectation of clients, business part-
ners, analysts, etc that the local profession

will help to educate the rest of the finan-
cial world. However, more sharing needs
to happen so that consistency and quality
is maintained across the board, particu-
larly in the interpretation of these stan-
dards.”

Another issue on preparedness accord-
ing to Datuk Abdul Samad is the willing-
ness or acceptance of the preparers of fi-
nancial statements (MIA members in
commerce and industry) to take it upon
themselves to be knowledgeable and ca-
pable of preparing financial statements
without the help of auditors. “To me, that
is the weakest link in the financial report-
ing cycle in Malaysia as most accounting
practitioners in practice get involved in
the preparation of the financial statements
and at the same time provide audit ser-
vices to the same clients.”

Accounting practitioner Lam Kee Soon
thinks that come 1 January 2006, Malay-
sian companies will be able to cope with
the changes because in the local business
environment, the preparers and the audi-
tors work hand-in-glove to ensure the level
of compliance is met. “After all, 80 per cent

of the 21 new standards are revised edi-
tions of the existing standards and only
20 per cent are new,” he opines.

In preparing for the waves of change,
Malaysian reporting entities need to equip
themselves with relevant information and
knowledge to deal with them, notes
Universiti Utara Malaysia (Faculty of Ac-
countancy) Professor Dr. Jeyapalan
Kasipillai.

The accounting academia meanwhile
has to familiarise itself with the new IFRS
because they will be grooming future ac-
countants, he adds. “They would need to

All Aboard the FRS Boat

“The good news is that Malaysia has always

benchmarked itself against standards issued by

the International Accounting Standards Board, so

aligning our FRS to IAS/IFRS should not be as

major an issue as it was for the European Union,

where national standards may not have been consistent with that

of standards issued by the IASB.”
Faiz Azmi, Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers
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All Aboard the FRS Boat

“… the need of the SME’s and SMIs are not the

same as the PLCs and their command of resources

are not on the same level. Since it is the objective of

the Government that growth is to be achieved, there

may be a need for less rigorous FRS in this respect.”

Datuk Abdul Samad Haji Alias (Dr.), Executive Chairman, Ernst & Young Malaysia

“… both MIA and MASB have done enough to

make stakeholders and our members aware of the

revised and the new accounting standards. The real

question … is how well prepared are we?”

Lam Kee Soon, Accounting Practitioner

“… it is a good move since FRS would support

IFRS compliance and disclosure requirements. This

is in line with transparency and accountability

boosting initiatives.”

Associate Professor Puan Faridah Ahmad, Universiti Teknologi Mara

“One message is evident: there is growing appe-

tite for global cooperation on IAS convergence. This

move would enable global comparisons of finan-

cial statements, increase transparency and boost

investor confidence in the marketplace.”

Professor Dr. Jeyapalan Kasipillai, Faculty of Accountancy, Universiti Utara Malaysia

undergo training as well as to attend semi-
nars or participate in workshop sessions
to fully comprehend the fundamentals of
the new IFRS. At Universiti Utara Malay-
sia, most of the academicians attached to
the Faculty of Accountancy are aware of
the changes but what they need is greater
practical exposure.

Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM)’s As-
sociate Professor, Puan Faridah Ahmad be-
lieves that the impact of the new FRS would
not be all that great because they are simi-
lar in many aspects to the MASB standards.
“To me, it is a good move since FRS would
support IFRS compliance and disclosure re-
quirements. This is in line with transpar-
ency and accountability boosting initia-
tives.”

Cost issues
Cost issues will manifest itself both in

time and money, Faiz tells us. “Anyone
who says otherwise does not realise the
work involved to get prepared. People
have to be trained; systems may need to
be revamped; specialists need to be en-
gaged (e.g. valuers); auditors will have to
audit more information; financial state-
ments are likely to get thicker, so print-
ing costs will increase. All these will be-
come a cost of doing business.”

Datuk Abdul Samad meanwhile says
that he fails to understand the justification
for citing cost as an impediment to the
adoption of FRS. “To me, the benefits far
outweight the costs and that being the
case, it is really a non-issue.”

The Fate of SMEs
 What could be an issue, however, is the

different needs of PLCs and non-PLCs,
says Datuk Abdul Samad. This is an area
which is very much in its infancy. “My
take is that the need of the SMEs and
SMIs are not the same as the PLCs and
their command of resources are not on the
same level. Since it is the objective of the
Government that growth is to be
achieved, there may be a need for less rig-
orous FRSs in this respect.”

Dr Jeyapalan concurs. Small business
companies (including smaller non-listed
companies) may find it cumbersome or im-
practical to comply with the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) com-

pared to large companies as the latter have
larger market capitalisation and higher
turnovers that enable them to manage their
affairs better. “Small and medium business
enterprises account for nearly 92 per cent
of the 690,000 companies registered in Ma-
laysia, hence their significance has to be
mentioned, even stressed.”

“As developing IFRS that are relevant
to small companies in a global context is
currently being debated, the aim could
perhaps be to leave out sections of IFRS
from the SME standard where it does not
apply to them.”

Globalisation dictates the
need for convergence

In the past, states Faiz, there was a per-
ception that our financial reporting stan-
dards were not on par with international
standards. Resulting from this is the lack
of confidence in the Malaysian market.
This was evident in the exclusion of Ma-
laysia from the approved investment list
of global investors like Calpers (one of the
largest pension funds in the world).

Malaysia’s plans to be a global citizen
and participation in the global economy
requires its commitment to this change,
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FRS: Expert opinion
exposed

At a glance, the new FRS would result in:
� greater volatility of results;
� increased transparency to the market;
� changes in presentation of financial statements;
� heightened requirement for information; and
� greater need for specialist skills.

Take for example the requirement for more disclo-
sure of key estimates and judgements by management.
Management now has to justify how they applied a par-
ticular accounting policy (where it has a significant ef-
fect on the financial statements e.g. management judge-
ment in determining whether risk and rewards of own-
ership of assets are transferred), and disclose sensitiv-
ity analyses (in relation to uncertainties surrounding
key estimates such as recoverable amounts of assets
and provisions for pensions and litigations).

The upside of these disclosures is that investors and
other stakeholders should now have additional infor-
mation to make more informed decisions. The down-
side speaks clearly that such information may also serve
as ammunition for them to challenge management on
the decisions made. Thus, greater accountability will
be demanded of management.

With the pressure on Boards to justify every action
they take, it is indeed of concern that many companies
have not seriously considered the challenges in terms
of time and resources that may be required to imple-
ment the new FRS.

At the very least, companies need to consider the fol-
lowing factors:
� identification of changes to accounting policies or dis-

closures;
� alignment of internal management reporting systems

with the new rules;
� staff training needs; and
� early briefings for analysts and investors of the im-

pact on the company’s financial statements.
Management should engage advisers early, not just

accountants and auditors, but bankers, valuers and ana-
lysts as well. And, not forgetting the investors/share-
holders. Keeping them informed of the changes to come
and where possible, showing them a pro forma of the
impact of the new FRS to the financial statements should
serve to give them a heads up on the new-look FRS fi-
nancial statements minimal surprises come 2006.

All Aboard the FRS Boat

AT

he further elucidates. To play with the ‘big boys, Malaysian com-
panies have to play by the rules of the game which are changing
everywhere. “Malaysian financial reporting standards must con-
verge with IFRS if we are to successfully compete for invest-
ment. Global convergence of financial reporting standards in the
world’s capital markets is expected to work towards building
and maintaining trust in those markets. Markets will gain by
way of consistency, Malaysia included.”

Dr. Jeyapalan agrees that convergence is necessary especially
in the light of rapid globalisation and the need for improved cor-
porate governance. “One message is evident: there is growing
appetite for global co-operation on IAS convergence. This move
would enable global comparisons of financial statements, in-
crease transparency and boost investor confidence in the mar-
ketplace.” Once IFRS is fully adopted in Malaysia, he strongly
believes that foreign investors would be motivated to invest here.

Datuk Abdul Samad feels the same. “If Malaysia wants to con-
tinue to attract foreign direct investments (FDIs), then it has no
alternative but to adopt these FRS.”

“These are important changes designed to protect vested in-
terest of all parties - both majority and minority interest share-
holders. This move is in line with the need to better serve the
investing community through a more transparent financial re-
porting system. This is the only way to go forward as Malaysia
cannot afford to be isolated by clinging on to its own accounting
standards,” Dr. Jeyapalan further opines.

Achieving harmonisation
Whether Malaysian companies like it or not, the new FRS will be

landing on our shores the moment the clock strikes midnight on 1
January 2006. This means that there is no more room for delay.

In an effort to achieve uniformity in accounting standards, the
need for convergence is pressing and real. The most glaring mes-
sage that needs to be sent out is perhaps this: If Malaysian com-
panies want to participate in the global economy, these changes
are inevitable.

And perhaps Faridah sums it up best, when she says, “The
harmonisation of financial reporting through FRS will be good
in a world that is globalised and increasingly becoming
borderless.”

“Malaysian financial reporting standards must

converge with IFRS if we are to successfully

compete for investment. Global convergence

of financial reporting standards in the world’s

capital markets is expected to work towards

building and maintaining trust in those

markets. Markets will gain by way of

consistency, Malaysia included.”
Faiz Azmi, Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers
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Preparedness for FRS
FROM THE TAX PERSPECTIVE

by Raymond Liew

C O V E R

The new reporting standards will ‘crash’
onto our shores on 1 January 2006!
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As highlighted by Tuan Haji Abdul
Hamid Hassan, President of the
 Malaysian Institute of Taxation,

the Malaysian Accounting Standards
Board (MASB) is concerned as to how to
ensure the smooth migration by compa-
nies to the new reporting regime, taking
into consideration the level of understand-
ing and readiness of companies in dealing
with the wave of financial reporting stan-
dards being released.

The concern is whether there is adequate
comprehension and readiness by compa-
nies to switch their record-keeping systems
to the new requirements and for accoun-
tants to draw up the financial statements and
for the auditors to audit and accordingly
report on the financial statements based on
the new reporting requirements under the
FRS to be in tandem with worldwide prac-
tices. Such is the concern hovering over all
accountants and auditors as much as the
compliant companies!

On this note, there are already a num-
ber of mind-boggling issues to address, at
least from the tax point of view.

Tax practitioners and preparers
of tax returns

What about tax practitioners and their
roles in understanding and comprehend-
ing the tax implications based on the new
reporting standards?

For star ters, tax practitioners or
preparers of tax returns need to under-
stand the financial statements which are
drawn up in compliance with the new FRS
and from which accurate tax computation
is drawn up from such compliance in con-
junction with tax principles.

On this issue, Professor Dr. Jeyapalan
Kasipillai, Faculty of Accountancy,
Universiti Utara Malaysia opines that small
and medium-size tax practitioners would
particularly find it cumbersome or imprac-
tical to comply with the International Fi-
nancial Reporting Standards (IFRS) com-
pared to big-four firms. More time is
needed for the tax community to compre-
hend the tax implications resulting from
the new reporting standards.

Inland Revenue Board Officers
Will the Inland Revenue Board Officers

themselves be equipped to understand the
new FRS bearing in mind that the new stan-
dards stipulate different treatments for dis-
closure purpose which may not be in line
with tax principles?

Tax practitioners as well as IRB offic-
ers need to equip themselves with the new
requirements imposed by the new FRS.
MASB has produced 21 exposure drafts
that are intended to be ef fective for finan-
cial years beginning on or after 1 January
2006. The new FRS is expected to have
significant financial repor ting implica-
tions, especially on financial instruments
and share-based payments. Malaysian re-
porting entities as well as tax practitioners
need to equip themselves with relevant in-
formation and knowledge to deal with

changes, particularly those dealing with
financial instruments. In the first place,
there are very little tax provisions guid-
ing us to determine the taxability of gains
from financial instruments, Dr. Jeyapalan
cautions.

Furthermore, there is the time lapse fac-
tor between the tax returns submitted and
the field audit carried out by the IRB offic-
ers in all aspects where there may be dis-
agreement on the recognition of charge-
able income. If the IRB’s opinion prevails,
the penalty regime may well add an unnec-
essary cost burden to companies.

The new standards are developed and
implemented for transparency and ac-
countability purposes and naturally to dis-
close a fairer and more correct picture of
the profits of a business enterprise.

We are also in the midst of a massive tax
review exercise and with the tsunami of
reporting standards, tax practitioners have
to equip themselves with relevant informa-
tion and knowledge to deal with these
changes.

There is a need to re-look into the tax
laws and practices and to ascertain its rel-
evance to the new reporting standards.
Equally, there is also a need to amend the
appropriate sections of the tax legisla-
tion. Most importantly, there is a need
to have in place a practice manual for
both IRB and tax practitioners to agree
on the treatments of various uncertain-
ties and ambiguous issues in arriving at
the chargeable income so as not to im-
pose unnecessary penalties on incorrect
tax treatment.

As in the proposed implementation of the
Goods and Services Tax (GST), effective
1 January 2007, there should be a Tax Re-
view Panel Board where various interest
bodies/groups should be represented to

liaise and to have dialogues with the IRB
to study the convergence of the new report-
ing standards with the tax laws. The Tax
Review Panel Board should then consider
releasing a discussion paper to deal with
the convergence of the new reporting stan-
dards with the tax laws.

At the same time, there should be an
education process for all parties involved
namely company directors, accountants,
auditors, tax practitioners etc with a view
to provide them with a clearer understand-
ing of their roles and responsibilities and
to put into practise the requirements of the
new reporting standards.

For the implementation of the new re-
porting standards and to be readily pre-
pared, all parties involved must equally
consider the importance of the tax impli-
cations come 1 January 2006!

Raymond Liew is a practising Chartered Ac-
countant and Tax Practitioner from Parker
Randall. For exchange of views, he can be con-
tacted via: e-mail: parkerrandall@raymond-
liew.com or www.raymond-liew.com
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“… small and medium-size tax practitioners would particularly

find it cumbersome or impractical to comply with the International

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) compared to big-four firms.

More time is needed for the tax community to comprehend the tax

implications resulting from the new reporting standards.”
Professor Dr. Jeyapalan Kasipillai, Faculty of Accountancy, Universiti Utara Malaysia
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Preparedness for FRS: From the Tax Perspective
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E C O N O M Y

MEETING THE

Challenges of 2006
by Saravanan Ramasamy

The theme for Budget 2005,
“Strengthening Resilience,
Meeting Challenges”, is indeed
appropriate in the context of

the various developments that have oc-
curred this year. The budget outlined sev-
eral strategies to enhance national resil-
ience and Malaysia’s ability to meet emerg-
ing external challenges, especially from
escalating oil prices, higher interest rates
and increasing global competition. After
decades of impressive development, Ma-
laysia faces an uphill task to deliver eco-
nomic growth in the more hostile environ-
ment of globalisation. With the world
economy becoming more integrated than
ever before, external shocks are now eas-
ily dif fused and transferred from one
economy to another. Even advanced na-
tional economies are increasingly becom-
ing vulnerable to international disruptions.
Bearing this in mind, the Malaysian
economy is by no means sheltered from
the exogenous economic shocks and the
good news is that the government has
recognised this challenge.

Volatile growth drivers
While Malaysia maintains its strong po-

sition in commodities, most notably in
natural rubber and palm oil, where it is
the world’s largest supplier, the economy
has been transformed into a modern
manufacturing and ser vices-based
economy. Manufacturing, dominated by
the electronics sector, already accounts
for more than 30 per cent of nominal
GDP, while the services sector, especially
tourism and finance, have grown rapidly
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Meeting the Challenges of 2006

Policy response
Given the above scenario, it is vital for

the economy to seek entrance into value
added areas as well as to pursue new driv-
ers for growth. The good news is that
Badawi’s administration appears to be
moving in the right direction.

In the area of value-added growth, the
government is promoting productivity im-
provement through what is described as
improvement in human capital in tandem
with the restructuring of government-
linked companies (GLCs) and further con-
solidation of the banking sector. Led by
no other than the government’s “chief in-
vestment vehicle”, Khazanah Nasional
Berhad, the largest and most strategic
GLCs are undergoing management
reorganisations and other changes to re-
focus their strategies and make them
more competitive internationally. Man-
agement changes have already been made
at Telekom Malaysia, power utilities
group Tenaga
Nasional, troubled
car maker Proton
Holdings and the ail-
ing national carrier,
Malaysia Airlines
(MAS). Khazanah
itself has also under-
gone an overhaul in
management, re-
structured its exist-
ing portfolio and has
also started to invest
more actively overseas. This is particu-
larly important, as we need more compa-
nies, including GLCs to export their ex-
pertise to other developing and emerging
markets to secure future growth. New
markets, new sources of materials along
with the acquisition of new technology
outside the Malaysian shores need to be

identified. All of these could help to im-
prove the competitiveness of Malaysian
products. Profits from foreign ventures
can then be brought back for re-invest-
ment, among other things.

In the search for new drivers of eco-
nomic growth, Badawi’s administration is
focusing on the following three key areas:

� Agriculture, by consolidating land hold-
ings, investing in related infrastructure
and upgrading the technology used in
existing agricultural processes;

� Tourism, by developing new areas for
tourism, focused mainly on the relatively
untapped regions of Sabah and Sarawak;
and

� Banking and finance, by focused promo-
tion in the areas of wealth management
and Islamic financing

In the banking arena, evidence to date
suggests that Malaysia is making good
progress with assets held by Islamic banks

already accounting
for 10 per cent of
total bank assets.
UBS expects that
propor tion to in-
crease to 1.5 per
cent by 2007.

Despite the
government’s clear
plan to address
Malaysia’s eco-
nomic challenges
and the progress in

executing identified measures, it is gener-
ally believed that the changes needed are
more fundamental and will take longer to
implement. If these measures are imple-
mented both effectively and ef ficiently,
they are likely to strengthen Malaysia’s re-
silience to face the challenges of
globalisation.

to generate more than half of nominal
GDP. While the manufacturing sectors of
many neighbouring Asian countries have
suffered from the emergence of China on
the world economic map, Malaysia has
been more sheltered than most since its
electronics manufacturing has been fo-
cused on disk drives and consumer elec-
tronics, which have suffered less than
the semiconductors sector and this has
proved more resilient to foreign ex-
change fluctuations. Malaysia may have
escaped some of the worst effects of the
rise in Chinese manufacturing but there
are some clear potential threats to the
economy.

The dependence on the electronics and
services sectors as the key growth driv-
ers for the country has made the coun-
try vulnerable to the fluctuations in terms
of price and magnitude of exports. For
example, Malaysia’s exports of electronic
goods slipped in 2004. Growth in the key
tourism sector in 2004 had also fallen be-
low double digits and tourist arrivals re-
main range-bound at 1.2-1.4 million per
year. Only the commodities driver of-
fered upside growth with high palm oil
prices and the continued strength in the
value of crude oil globally. However, in
2005, overseas sales of electrical and
electronic goods, including semiconduc-
tors, rose 10 per cent to RM22.96 billion,
and represented 49 per cent of all exports
in August 2005. Sales of semiconductors,
the key components that run products
ranging from computers to toasters, have
improved from last year. “It represents a
recover y in trade,” said Ramya
Sur yanarayanan, an economist at
Ideaglobal in Singapore recently. “For
the rest of the year (2005), we’re look-
ing for pretty strong growth in exports,”
helped by a recovery in demand for elec-
tronics and stronger global growth.
Suryanarayanan said she expected Ma-
laysian exports to expand 13 per cent this
year. No doubt, Suryanarayanan’s opti-
mistic forecast is definitely a positive re-
flection of the Malaysian economy. The
question is, can the export growth mo-
mentum be sustained over the long-term?
Will Malaysia’s trade-reliant economy
always be vulnerable to the external de-
mand roller coaster?

Sales of semiconductors, the key components that run products

ranging from computers to toasters, have improved from last year.

“It represents a recovery in trade, … For the rest of the year (2005),

we’re looking for pretty strong growth in exports,” helped by a

recovery in demand for electronics and stronger global growth.

Ramya Suryanarayanan, Economist, Ideaglobal, Singapore

“… it is vital for the economy to

seek entrance into value-added

areas as well as to pursue new

drivers for growth. The good

news is that Badawi’s

administration appears to be

moving in the right direction.”
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E C O N O M Y

WILL MALAYSIA’S INFLATION RATE

Stay Modest?
“The wheels of inflation will
only go round and round.”
Anonymous
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Will Malaysia’s Inflation Rate Stay Modest?

Back to basics
One often hears the Consumer Price In-

dex (CPI) described as a ‘cost-of-living’ in-
dex. But that’s not true. The CPI is a ‘cost-
of-goods’ index (which also includes cost
of services). As with any ‘cost-of-goods’ in-
dex, the CPI measures the cost of a basket
of goods and services over time. CPI mea-
sures the changes in the general level of
prices of a ‘fixed basket’ of goods and ser-
vices, which represent the items normally
consumed by an average household in
Malaysia with reference to the base period.
The specific goods included in this fixed
basket change only rarely, so this measure
reflects fluctuation in purchasing power of
the national currency. To-date, this is the
most widely used indicator of inflation for
consumption expenditure.

In order to measure how much prices in
Malaysia are rising, the Depart-
ment of Statistics measures the
prices of about 430 representa-
tive items on a monthly basis in
116 centres around Malaysia.
Choosing the items to monitor
and how they should be
weighted is done with the help
of the Household Expenditure
Survey (HES), which estab-
lishes on what the typical
household spends its money.
When people spend significant
amounts on something new, it is added to
the basket of goods.

But critics often claim this system could
be creaking. The CPI is thought to under-
state the true inflation rate for a variety of
reasons. One is that the fixed basket of
goods is often claimed not to be a good rep-
resentative of the goods and services of the
average population. The basket does not
include relatively new items such as
Internet sales, which so far the Depart-
ment of Statistics does not measure. When
it comes to the retail price index, the items
included are those that are accessible to
an average family household. In addition,
consumers tend to substitute lower cost
goods for more expensive ones, while the
fixed basket of goods remains linked to the
goods of lower costs.

However, the CPI measures what it is
designed for and for what it is designed to
do it works reasonably well. Even though

it does not truly reflect the growing pres-
sures on household budgets, it remains to
be used as the main yardstick to measure
the sustained rise in the prices of goods
and services.

Inflation continues to intensify in
Malaysia

Price pressure is continuing to intensify
in Malaysia after years of benign inflation.
Inflation in Malaysia has been edging
steadily reaching 2.7 and 3.1 per cent in
April and May 2005 respectively, compared
to a 1.4 per cent rise during 2004. The up-
ward growth trajectory continued with in-
flation hitting 3.7 per cent in August and
coming down to 3.4 per cent in September
2005. The 3.7 per cent price increase re-
corded in May 2005 was the biggest gain
in six years, due largely to the 13.3 per cent

year-on-year increase in beverage and to-
bacco prices following the excise duty hike
in September 2004. The high inflation rate
also owes much to the rising cost of fuel in
Malaysia.

Policy response
Given the growing domestic inflation,

will Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) raise
the domestic interest rate? Though differ-
ent parties have varied response to this
question, the government’s view is that
BNM will continue to keep monetary
policy accommodative (i.e. maintain a low
interest rate regime) to support domestic
growth amid rising inflationary expecta-
tions. “Malaysia will not raise its interest
rates for the time being as it is confident of
holding back inflation rates at around 3 per
cent”, said Minister in the Prime Minister’s
Department, Datuk Mustapa Mohamed
during a dialogue at the Malaysian Capital

Summit 2005 organised by the Asian Strat-
egy & Leadership Institute (ASLI) recently.
As the inflationary pressure continues to
mount as further price controls are relaxed
and hot money inflows boost liquidity, how
long can the government hold on to its
stance?

In theory, where a general price increase
is led largely by higher costs of production
and adjustments in prices of certain admin-
istered items, rather than a spike in aggre-
gate demand, using interest rates as a tool
to bring down prices is not likely to pro-
duce the desired result. The government’s
decision to dismantle the ringgit peg effec-
tive 21 July 2005 was a move in the right
direction at the right time. Allowing the
ringgit to appreciate gradually vis-à-vis the
US dollar and the other currencies would
help to ease pressures of imported infla-

tion sparked by the hike in in-
ternational oil prices. As the
hike in inflationary trend is
likely to be mitigated by the
change in the currency re-
gime, this would give BNM
room to keep interest rates at
reasonably low levels to sup-
port private sector activities.
On a closer analysis, how long
can BNM depend on the
change in the currency for it
to manoeuvre its interest rate

policy? How sure are we that the inflation
rate will not continue to creep to an unman-
ageable level, given the inability of the
world market to forecast the oil prices?

BNM, in its 2004 annual report, expected
inflation to remain manageable at 2.5 per
cent and the sudden panic of the rising in-
flation rate was due to the fact that Malay-
sians were used to the low inflation rate
regime (see table). In addition, back then
fund managers and economists were con-
vinced that the inflation rate of 2.5 per cent
would be manageable when the fixed de-
posit rate is around three per cent. Given
the current circumstances, inflationary
pressure is likely to remain strong and has
clearly surpassed the 2.5 per cent target
level. As the government faces a difficult
balance between supporting growth and
maintaining stability, one wonders whether
the government has got a choice but not
to raise the interest rate.

Average Annual Growth Rate of CPI (%), 1960-1997

Country 1960-1970 1970-1980 1980-1990 1990-1997

Singapore 1.1 5.1 1.6 2.3

Malaysia -0.3 7.5 2.6 4.0

Thailand 1.8 9.9 3.5 4.9

Indonesia n.a. 20.5 8.3 8.6

Philippines 5.8 13.2 14.4 8.9

Source: World Bank, World Development Report, various issues

AT
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B U S I N E S S  &  A C C O U N T I N G

Exchange Rate Systems
HOW IT WORKS

  by Sukh Deve Singh Riar

This article will describe the basic economic issues taken into consideration by policy
setters in the selection of an appropriate exchange rate system for a country. Critical

examination and understanding on each of the three exchange rate systems, i.e. flexible/
floating, fixed and pegged system is given at the same time to facilitate understanding
of the mechanism of each of the exchange rate determination systems. The relevance of
balance of payments, interest rates, purchasing parity, monetary and fiscal policies are

interlinked here to give clarity to the complexity involved in exchange rate determination.
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Exchange Rate Systems: How it Works

“… the way international economics has been mistaught in many

of our schools and our international financial institutions, fixed

exchange rate has been identified with pegged rate and this misin-

formation has cast discredit on the phrase of ‘fixed exchange rate’

which has become mixed up with ‘pegged’ exchange rate …”
Mundell (2000)

The Ringgit Malaysia (RM)
pegged exchange rate was
abandoned by Bank Negara
Malaysia (BNM) on 21 July

2005, almost instantly, upon the revalua-
tion of China’s Yuan. The comfort that
many businesses had been accustomed to
since September 1998 to the pegged ex-
change rate of RM was removed in favour
of a ‘managed float’. It does not necessar-
ily mean that this is an unfriendly policy
shift of the government, but one that
would bring us to a better integration with
the financial community. Perhaps, over
the long-run, such a policy move may en-
hance the financial health of the country
too. It is therefore essential for many fi-
nancial professionals like accountants to
understand the mechanism of how each
differing exchange rate system works in
order to evaluate how the current ex-
change rate mechanism adopted at
present would affect their business.

However, literature has not been indeed
helpful to assist in gaining an understand-
ing of the fundamentals of exchange rate
systems as aptly said by Nobel laureate
Robert Mundell (2000) that “… the way in-
ternational economics has been mistaught
in many of our schools and our international
financial institutions, fixed exchange rate
has been identified with pegged rate and this
misinformation has cast discredit on the
phrase of ‘fixed exchange rate’ which has be-
come mixed up with ‘pegged’ exchange rate
…”

The misconstrued picture of exchange
rate is thus serious among many and I hope
this article will cast some light to many
readers on the types of exchange rate sys-
tems, the factors that may influence the
adoption of exchange rate systems, how
does each of the exchange rate systems
functions and fills the information gap
among readers.

Factors influencing choice of
exchange rate system

In most basic terms, there are three
types of exchange rate systems that are
available to a country, i.e. either floating,
fixed or pegged (Mundell, 2000; Friedman,
1998) and the decision parameters for the
choice of exchange rate systems as elabo-
rated by Heller (1997) can fall on:

� degree of openness — a closed economy
with a smaller foreign trade sector tends
to prefer a flexible exchange rate as it is
less costly to adjust to external imbal-
ances, while an open economy with a
large foreign trade sector would prefer a
fixed exchange rate;

� size of economy — in large economies,
consensus on important economic poli-
cies are difficult to obtain, thus putting
reliance on the impersonal market forces
becomes a more practical approach;

� inflation rate — where countries with
similar inflation rates are able to main-
tain fixed exchange rates between their
currencies, it is argued that countries
with dissimilar inflation rates will tend

toward flexible exchange rates;

� capital mobility — capital movements
play an important role in the balance of
payments (BOP) and in determining ex-
change rates, thus where a high capital
mobility exists, it has been recognised
there are considerable dif ficulties in
maintaining a fixed exchange rate by
government intervention; and

� diversity of economy — a well-diversi-
fied economy will find floating systems
more advantageous due to the nation
being less reliant on trade in any one
group or sector. Price or quantity fluc-
tuations in different groups or sectors of
the economy might offset one another
and have an offsetting effect in the fluc-
tuation of spot rates.

There are many more factors than the
above mentioned that come into play in the
choice of a country’s exchange rate sys-
tem. The list is not intended to be exhaus-
tive, but merely discloses some of the eco-
nomic factors, and in any event the choice
of exchange rate system of a country has
a large effect on its corresponding eco-
nomic polices.

Floating exchange system
A floating exchange system can be car-

ried out as independent free float (clean
float) or managed float (dirty float). In an
independent free float, the exchange rate is
determined through shifts in supply and de-
mand of the official currency without offi-
cial stabilisation, thus eliminating govern-
ment intervention in the exchange market
(Dunn and Ingram, 1996). The exchange
rate is determined predominantly by private
transactions and the balance of payments
will be in equilibrium. Nonetheless, a man-
aged float exchange rate is subject to mar-
ket forces, but the central bank intervenes
from time to time to affect the exchange
rate, it does not announce in advance any

specific value that it will seek to maintain
(Friedman, 1998). Intervention by the cen-
tral bank means that the BOP is not kept in
exact equilibrium by the exchange rate
(Shelburn, 1984) and an equilibrium BOP
means that the total of current account and
capital account equals to zero, assuming no
statistical errors (Blanchard, 2000). How-
ever, with the free float, the soundness and
confidence of the government monetary
policies is of particular importance and the
idea of central bank intervention in a man-
aged float stabilises the capital flows in any
event that is unfavourable to the central
bank. Examples of floating exchange cur-
rencies are the United States Dollars (US$),
Japanese Yen (¥), British Pound (£) and
Australian Dollars (A$).

The case for flexible exchange rate is that
it allows the market to determine exchange
rates and avoids cost from exchange con-
trols and other distortionary policies, while
it frees monetary policies from its preoccu-
pation with external balances; countries are
able to concentrate on their employment ob-
jectives and taming the inflation (LeBaron
and McCulloch, 2000). However, the flex-
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ible exchange rate brings along with it capi-
tal flows of unprecedented size that create
major deviations from purchasing power
parity and disruptive swings in trade com-
petitiveness. Therefore, for small countries
it may be difficult not to fix their curren-
cies, but for countries like the US on the
other hand, it is too large to fix (Mundell,
2000). Some economists claim that under a
clean float there cannot and never has been
a foreign exchange crisis. Japan is cited as
an example where internal crisis did not
lead to foreign exchange crisis for the rea-
son that the exchange rate was better able
to absorb pressures in comparison to other
exchange rate systems (Friedman, 1998).

Fixed exchange rate system
While in the fixed exchange rate system,

as the name suggest, the exchange rate is
fixed and when the country has a surplus
current account, it will intervene to prevent
its currency from appreciating by selling
domestic currency (i.e. buying foreign cur-
rency), the increased supply of domestic
currency will reduce the exchange rate
thus automatically correcting the surplus
with increased holding of foreign assets in
capital account resulting in a balanced BOP
(Mundell, 2000), conversely in case of a
deficit current account. Mundell (2000) ex-
plains further that in a fixed exchange sys-

tem, the monetary authority does not in-
volve in the sterilisation operations to wipe
the excess domestic currency (to cancel
the monetary effect of money supply) and
then take another separate monetar y
policy decision to expand or contract the
money supply as in the case of the pegged
system. This clear distinction separates be-
tween a fixed exchange and a pegged ex-
change rate.

The gold standard was a good example
of fixed exchange rate where countries de-
fined their currencies in terms of weight of
gold and the exchange rates represent the
ratios of the gold weights. This was the sys-
tem used in the early 20th century. In the
event of a BOP deficit, gold would leave the
country reducing the money supply, domes-
tic expenditures were cut and deficit was
corrected. Conversely, when gold arrived
the money supply increased, expenditure
rose and the surplus was removed.

Fixed exchange system can be adopted
too by means of dollarisation, i.e. the use
of US$ as the official currency of the coun-
try. This was done by Panama in 1907
where it replaced its currency (Balboa)
with the US$ and in 2000 Ecuador after suf-
fering from a severe banking crisis con-
ver ted the Sucre to US$ too. Though
dollarisation removes currency volatility
and theoretically eliminates future cur-

rency crisis, the argument against it is that;

the country losses sovereignty over
monetary policy;

loses power of seigniorage; and

the central bank loses the ability to cre-
ate money within the financial system,
thus no longer being the lender of last
resort (Eitemen et al, 2004).

Currency board is another form of
fixed exchange rate system where it offers
to exchange domestic currency for foreign
exchange at a fixed rate on demand, which
is done by full backing of the domestic
monetary base with foreign reserve cur-
rency and setting the exchange rate as a
matter of public law (Humpage and
McIntire, 1995). Brunei Darussalam pro-
vides a good example of currency board
in the region where it fixes the exchange
rate at parity to the Singapore dollar
(Ghosh et al, 1998), while Hong Kong too
has had a fixed exchange rate currency
board with the US$ since 1983 (Mundell,
2000).

The advantage of a currency board is that
it provides new currencies with quick start
by encouraging investors to accept or pro-
vide credence to the new currencies, besides
not requiring sophisticated money market or
central bank operations (Humpage and
McIntire, 1995). However, the major weak-
ness with it (as with the fixed exchange sys-
tem) is that it loses its ability to influence its
monetary policy which will be dependent on
the reserve currencies country. Moreover as
the country matures and develops its bank-
ing system, money supply will increase
which will include demand deposits. This is
further escalated by the multiplier effects in
the economy, which may render the reserve
currency being only a fraction of the value of
the financial assets denominated in the do-
mestic currency (Kopcke, 1999).

Pegged exchange rate system
The other system for determining ex-

change rates is the pegged system, where
the distinctive difference between pegged
and fixed exchange rate system has been
explained earlier. Pegged system can come
in form of:

� pegged to one currency,  where the do-
mestic currency exchange rate is fixed
to a foreign currency, which normally is
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the US$;

� basket peg, where the domes-
tic currency is fixed to a
weighted basket of several
other currencies often being
the major trading partners;
however, the question of
transparency of the basket
currencies adopted remains
(Mundell, 2000); and

� crawling peg, where the ex-
change rate is allowed to
change at regular intervals to
take account of the macroeco-
nomic differences between the
countries and at times, it
crawls on the basis of an index
linked formula where most
notably it would be based on
differences of inflation rates or
purchasing power.

During the pre-Asian financial
crisis, countries in the region
such as Thailand, Malaysia, In-
donesia and the Philippines had
adopted the pegged system
against the US$ (Grier and
Grier, 2001).

The major weakness with the
peg system is that the govern-
ment maintains an independent
monetary policy where it can
offset the monetary effects of in-
tervention in the exchange mar-
ket by sterilisation operations,
and the result of this is that there is no
mechanism of adjustment to ensure BOP
equilibrium (Mundell, 2000). This involves
conflict and the pegged currencies will
eventually promote a crisis, especially in
the developing world (Fineman, 2004;
Hanke 1999). Similarly, the crawl pegs
used in South America in the early 1980s
posed problems too as it did not allow other
sources of BOP problems to be taken into
account, besides the dif fering interest
rates. This led to the elimination of central
bank discipline to limit inflation, coupled
with the changing trade structure, shifts
in risk which render the crawl peg obso-
lete (Dunn and Ingram, 1996).

Nevertheless, Moreno (2001) expressed
that although the pegged rate may restrict
policymakers’ ability to offset economic
shock, it does have certain advantages i.e.:

� by enhancing the transparency or con-
trollability of it, monetary policy pegging
may be more effective in lowering infla-
tion expectations than other targets
(such as money growth) as inflation out-
come is harder to evaluate under a float,
while the public can immediately ob-
serve central bank actions and devise ex-
pectations;

� pegging may stimulate economic growth
by enhancing international trade or in-
vestment by reducing uncertainty on in-
flation and reducing real exchange rate
volatility or limit real exchange rate ap-
preciation; and

� policymakers may find it less costly to
adopt expansionary fiscal policies under a
peg than under a float; as the inflationary
cost under the pegged regime tend to be
delayed in comparison to a floating regime.

Conclusion
Finally, the question remains:

which is the ideal exchange rate
system that should be adopted by
nations? It is a difficult question,
but the ideal system proposed by
Frankel (1999) is where it:

possesses exchange rate
stability, where the value is
fixed to major currencies to
provide certainty of value of the
domestic currency in the
present and near future;

provides for full financial
integration, which allows for
easy movement of funds from
one country and currency to
another as and when economic
opportunities arise; and

gives monetary indepen-
dence to the country which
suits the domestic monetary
and interest rate policies to pur-
sue domestic policies in terms
of unemployment rate, inflation
and welfare.

Unfortunately, this system is
also fondly referred to as “The
Impossible Trinity”, as a coun-
try must give up one of the three
goals because the economic
forces do not allow the simulta-
neous achievement of all three
(Eiteman et al, 2004). The

pegged exchange rate system adopted in Ma-
laysia previously, though it had provided ex-
change rate stability and monetary indepen-
dence, could not provide financial integra-
tion. Meanwhile, the current “managed float”
appears to indicate that we are more in favour
of financial integration and monetary inde-
pendence than exchange rate stability.
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THE 2006 Budget
HOW WAS IT?

by Dr. Veerinderjeet Singh

Overall, there has been a mixed reaction to the 2006 Budget. It does seem
to be a pro-business and pro-growth budget. It has a little bit for almost

everyone, but it certainly did not go far enough especially in the context of
the tax proposals announced. There were no ‘big bang’ announcements, but

then again this is only a one-year plan and we cannot expect too much.
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Whatever tax changes that
were announced, for ex-
ample, the extension of
group relief to all sectors,

had various limiting conditions and some-
what convoluted legislative provisions and
it is not the type of group relief that is avail-
able in other countries. It is a ‘diluted’ ver-
sion! Although some tax proposals sound
exciting and reform-minded, closer analy-
sis reveals the usual ‘holding back’ by the
authorities, which simply means higher
compliance costs in trying to determine
whether one qualifies and in seeking nec-

essary clarifications and approvals, as the
case may be. Whatever may have been
granted seems to have been neutralised
with various anti-avoidance provisions and
restrictive conditions. Once again, there is
an overarching philosophy that taxpayers
are ‘cheats’ and thus section after section
needs to be introduced to tighten every-
thing so much so that some will simply say
that the specific proposal “is just not worth
it”!

Reducing the fiscal deficit is an important
task that the Government has to tackle. No
doubt there is a projected reduction in 2006
to 3.5 per cent of the Gross Domestic Prod-
uct (GDP), but this needs to be clearly fo-
cussed on and fiscal prudence is key to this.
A growth rate of 5.5 per cent projected for
2006 is a little ambitious, but if world devel-
opments are back on the normal track (i.e.
nothing severe happens), then growth at
that rate may be achievable. However, it is
all a shared responsibility. The private sec-
tor must spearhead growth and take up chal-
lenges. Sometimes, innovation and risk-tak-
ing are placed on the back-burner because
all feel that the Government must provide
incentives before one ventures into some-
thing new. This ‘dependency syndrome’ has
to be cast aside. We all craft our destiny and
we need to work in tandem to make the Ma-
laysian economy what it should be. The Gov-

ernment needs to be a facilitator and has to
ensure that all agencies are fully account-
able, cut down bureaucratic procedures and
provide transparency and certainty rather
than allowing such agencies (including min-
istries) to concentrate on carving out their
‘fiefdoms’ and making sure no one ‘intrudes’
into their jurisdictions as well as, at times,
introducing conflicting rules. That is what
a business-friendly environment is all about.

As for the tax proposals, there were
some interesting ones but as usual, there
are lots of questions that have still not been
answered. There are also situations where

interpretations of some of the tax changes
lead to some absurd results and the au-
thorities must certainly come forth quickly
with clarifications that will assist in creat-
ing a more business-friendly environment.
The priority, however, seems to be in mak-
ing sure that tax revenue is not affected!

As for the corporate tax proposals, the
following were some of the noteworthy
announcements:

carry forward unabsorbed losses and
capital allowances to the post-pioneer pe-
riod is a good move to assist those who
could not enjoy the benefit due to higher
losses but the utilisation is only against
income from the same business source.
Therefore, though the move is a good
one, it has some restrictions.

� The disallowance of a carry forward of un-
absorbed losses and capital allowances in
a loss-making company if there is a more
than a 50 per cent change in shareholding
is an anti-avoidance measure and is in-
tended to curtail planning involving the
acquisition of loss-making companies.
However, one can still utilise the losses/
allowances if there are appropriate
grounds subject to approval from the Min-
ister. Will some guidelines be issued to
specify the parameters within which such
exclusions will be made? As it stands, the
proposal takes immediate effect and will
even affect internal restructuring of com-
panies in a group. Is that what was in-
tended? This change now creates the need
to monitor the losses whenever there is a
substantial change in shareholding and
thus increases compliance costs.

� Extending the application period for in-
centives meant for the promoted areas
to 31 December 2010 is a good and nec-
essary move as development in such ar-

eas is still lagging behind other areas.

� Investment holding companies listed on
the stock exchange being deemed to
have a business source and thus getting
deductions for all administrative and
management expenses is a good move,
although this does not mean that any un-
absorbed losses/capital allowances can
be carried forward. The question is why
is this not extended to all companies?
This discriminatory practice seems to
imply that listed companies are ‘better’

“The private sector must spearhead growth and take up chal-
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� Group relief with a 70 per cent owner-
ship rule and a paid-up capital require-
ment of more than RM2.5 million. How-
ever, it is only in respect of allowing 50
per cent of the current year losses. This
is only meant for larger companies. The
concept of group relief for all sectors has
been high on the list of requests all these
years of various organisations. In some
way, though there are limitations, it is
still a step in the right direction.

� Pioneer companies being allowed to
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than non-listed companies. There should
be a level playing field for all.

� Audit fee being deductible seems a mis-
nomer as, by concession, this has always
been deductible. Perhaps, the idea is to
make it clear that such fees are deduct-
ible, but no amendment has been pro-
posed to the Income Tax Act. Further,
what about tax fees that most taxpayers
do incur? Again, this has been allowed by
way of a concession. Shouldn’t this be
treated in the same way as
audit fees even though one
may be statutorily required.
The tax authorities should
look into allowing all ex-
penses that are “necessarily”
incurred in running a busi-
ness. This will thus cover the
expenses mentioned above.

� Although it was stated that as
part of the simplification ap-
proach as well as a move to
converge accounting and tax
treatment, the treatment of
small value assets costing
RM1,000 each will now be
fully deductible, unfor tu-
nately the change is in the
form of allowing a 100 per
cent write-off in the form of
accelerated capital allow-
ances. This is merely a timing
difference. Further, the total
deduction is capped at
RM10,000 annually. This does
not assist in simplification as
one still has to monitor all
such assets and make adjust-
ments when these small as-
sets are disposed. This is cer-
tainly nothing to do with simplification!

� The recognition of business reality is evi-
dent in some of the measures an-
nounced. This is particularly so in terms
of recognising and agreeing that the in-
terest expense incurred in financing
leasing and non-leasing activities should
be allocated based on the amount of
funds utilised for each activity, rather
than on the basis of leasing and non-leas-
ing income. This comes after the recent
Court of Appeal case of Daya Leasing
where all common expenses (including

interest expense) were held to be allo-
cable based on the gross income.

� The estimation of the income tax liabil-
ity for a year can now be 85 per cent of
the tax liability/estimate of the preced-
ing year instead of the existing provision
which states that the estimate cannot be
lower than the previous years’ liability
or estimate. This begs the question —
why 85 per cent? There should be flex-
ibility in such estimates as there may be

cellent move. However, are refunds be-
ing made speedily? The IRB should be
forthcoming with data/statistics to show
that refunds are being made speedily.
Otherwise, adequate compensation must
be paid to taxpayers whose funds are tied
up in funding government activities.

� The treatment for employee share option
schemes means that the recent public
ruling has to be amended. It is proposed
that the value of the share option benefits

will be based on the difference
between the market price on
the date the option is exercised
or exercisable (whichever is
lower) and the discounted price
offered to the employee. The
value is thus taxed in the year
the option is exercised rather
than allocating it to the year the
option was granted as is the cur-
rent treatment. This is relatively
similar to the treatment in other
countries. Although it would
benefit employees who decide
to exercise the option when the
market price is low, it would
mean that where market prices
are rising, the value of the ben-
efit would be higher.

�  A proposal has been made
to allow tax (i.e. income tax, pe-
troleum income tax and RPGT)
to be assessed after six years
(the current time limit) where
an assessment is determined
by the Courts or where there
is a withdrawal, revocation or
cancellation of any exemption,
relief, remission or allowance.
This thus seems to allow the

IRB to go beyond the six-year time limit.
It is worrying that a taxpayer could be
unfairly treated due to the inefficiency
of other agencies, be it the IRB or the
judicial system. The question does arise
as to why such an amendment is deemed
necessary after all these years. More
clarification is needed on this.

� A proposal to do away with the require-
ment for issuance of gazette orders for
specific exemptions granted to persons
or a class of income is intended to speed
up matters as it avoids the need to wait

good reasons why next year’s tax liabil-
ity could be far lower than the current
year. Instead, there should have been a
provision to allow such flexibility. Simi-
larly, the announcement that developers
can set off losses on low-cost housing
projects against other housing projects
in preparing the estimated tax liability
is good but shouldn’t that be obvious!

� The Fund for Tax Refund is to be ex-
tended to cover refunds in respect of pe-
troleum income tax, real property gains
tax (RPGT) and stamp duty. This is an ex-
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research and make recommendations for the Malaysian system.”
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for the actual exemption order to be gazet-
ted which at times may take a few years.
However, some concern may be raised as
to the need for transparency as it is in the
public interest for all to be aware as to
who is given certain exemptions?

� The move to ensure that one who wishes
to practise as a tax agent would need to
obtain a separate tax licence is laudable
in view of the fact that the tax profession
is a separate profession and the compe-
tency of tax agents is crucial to uplift the
standards of the profession.

� Some convergence between accounting
and tax treatment is evident in the treat-
ment of bonds issued at a discount or a
premium. It is proposed that the accrual
basis be accepted for tax purposes (in-
stead of the realisation basis) for non-fi-
nancial institutions. This thus equalises
the treatment adopted by both financial
institutions and non-financial institutions.

� A double deduction over three years is
given to listed companies involved in
granting allowances to unemployed
graduates participating in the Unem-
ployed Graduates Training Program
organised by the Securities Commission.
Why is this only extended to listed com-
panies? There are other entities who also
grant allowances to the trainees but no
double deduction seems to be available
to these entities.

For individuals, there was nothing sig-
nificant other than generally equalising
child relief of RM4,000 for a child study-
ing in an institution of higher learning,
whether in or outside Malaysia. The other
relief related to educational expenses and
this has been extended to cover profes-
sional qualifications and ter tiary level
courses in law and accounting. What about
other courses?

For RPGT purposes, the husband and
wife can now each claim an exemption on
the sale of one residential property. This
is a move to remove gender bias and is
welcomed.

Those involved in earning royalties from
artistic works, recording discs and tapes
will enjoy an exemption of RM10,000 a year
compared to RM6,000 previously. Further,
a non-resident professional who trains
Malaysians in the performing arts and cre-

ative crafts and related technical fields is
now exempt from withholding tax on the
technical fees earned. What about the is-
sue faced by corporations on withholding
tax on reimbursable expenses ? This con-
tinues to be neatly sidestepped by the au-
thorities while penalties are being piled up
for past failures to deduct such withhold-
ing tax on such expenses. We continue to
look at things retrospectively (just to
gather a fistful of ringgit) when we should
make things clear and then apply it on a
prospective basis to the future years.

Civil servants have started to receive
part of their bonus payments and will also
receive assistance for living expenses to
assist in meeting/coping with the increase
in the financial burden generally due to oil
price increases. But we still cannot seem
to control those who are increasing prices
well beyond the approved levels — why is

this the case? What will happen if oil prices
increase even more next year?

The “sin” taxes were raised on an aver-
age of 9 and 13 per cent on liquor and ciga-
rettes respectively and this will bring in ad-
ditional tax revenue to the Government.
We certainly hope that smuggling of con-
traband can be controlled as that is what
happens with increases in duties for such
products.

The stamp duty and RPGT exemption for
listed companies engaged in mergers and
acquisitions may create larger integrated
entities, but guidelines will need to be is-
sued quickly by the Securities Commis-
sion. Tax incentives alone will not lead to
any results especially since the authorities
have been approving listing applications (in
the past) without emphasising the need to
have a larger scale of activities.

As far as small and medium-scale enter-
prises are concerned, nothing new was put
forward other than to reduce the cost of
financing by way of a stamp duty exemp-
tion of 50 per cent on loans not exceeding

RM1 million. The issue continues to be on
the level/extent of dissemination of infor-
mation to all such enterprises about the
many schemes/funds that already exist.
Perhaps the setting up of the SME Bank
may help in bringing about a greater focus
and synergy in so far as availability of fi-
nancial resources is concerned.

Going forward, it must be noted that tax
reform is an ongoing issue and the authori-
ties must invest in having a core team
which monitors developments worldwide
and which can also then carry out research
and make recommendations for the Malay-
sian system. Apart from that, certain as-
pects did not materialise in the 2006 Bud-
get. Some of these are:

� The introduction of a one-tier corporate
tax system;

� The enhancement of tax administration

by way of a holistic approach incorporat-
ing greater and effective use of technol-
ogy;

� Recognising the need to uphold the
rights of taxpayers and reflect this ac-
cordingly in the law; and

� Greater convergence between account-
ing and tax treatment of income and ex-
penses.

The above measures, among others,
would assist in improving the Malaysian
tax system as well as making it more busi-
ness-friendly. Maybe next year’s budget
may have something … to really shout
about!

The writer is a tax observer and advocates ef-
fective governance, fair play and professional-
ism. He is a council member of several profes-
sional institutes. His recent book entitled TAX
THOUGHTS on Today’s Taxing Times is a com-
pilation of various articles from this column and
other sources relating to current tax issues. The
writer can be contacted at vs@vsontax.com

The views expressed are the personal views of
the writer gleaned from 25 years in the tax pro-
fession.
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Reforecasting Report
SEARCH STILL ON FOR THE PERFECT SYSTEM

by Tim Cooper

Does a truly fast and accurate reforecasting model exist yet?
The annual budgets of 95 per cent of the UK’s leading

companies went off-track in 2004, according to a survey.

In the third annual reforecasting re-
port by ALG Software, 200 of the
UK’s top 1,000 companies by rev-
enue were surveyed. Almost half of

them said that the overspend was the re-
sult of external factors or as-
sumptions about their mar-
kets, the competition, or the
wider economy. A further 20
per cent reported that their
forecasts had been too opti-
mistic at the outset.

The survey also showed
that more than half of respon-
dents would like to reforecast
more frequently. The number
who said they wanted to
reforecast monthly was six
per cent up on 2002, although
the number actually doing it
increased by only one per
cent over the same period.
The number of companies
forecasting quarterly was up
six per cent on 2002.

The survey showed that
there are still problems pre-
venting organisations from
reforecasting as often or as quickly as they
would like. But the focus has shifted. In the
2002 and 2003 surveys, respondents said
that the length of time the finance function
took to manage a round of reforecasts was
the biggest barrier. By 2004, the issues had
shifted more towards line managers, who

were resistant to more frequent forecasting
because of the amount of time this would
take each month. The report highlighted
the fact that reforecasting is becoming in-
creasingly important as a result of economic

volatility and new legislation on disclosures
in the US. For example, quoted companies
in the UK issued 40 per cent more profit
warnings last year than they did in 2003.

In a foreword to the report, Mike Bourne,
director, Centre for Business Performance,
Cranfield School of Management, said:

“There is little difference between the time
required for reforecasting and the time
taken to produce the budget. This is surely
unsustainable in the longer term.”

He said part of the problem is that bud-
geting is used for three differ-
ent purposes: as a forecast, as a
stretch target, and as a mini-
mum to be achieved. It cannot
deliver all three objectives. This
is further complicated by execu-
tive compensation being linked
to achieving budget, making the
budgeting process a negotia-
tion. “This often results in a bud-
get that is used as an initial fore-
cast. But there is then little in-
centive for lower management
to stretch their targets and in-
formation sharing is restricted
as it is a valuable weapon in the
negotiating process,” he said.

The difficulty comes when
the company arrives at the first
reforecast. Does it reforecast
based on a system or model, or
does it repeat the budgeting ne-
gotiations all over again?

Bourne said that ALG’s Reforecasting re-
port suggests that many organisations have
to re-budget to reforecast. He highlighted
three different approaches to solving these
problems, based on case studies of good
practice undertaken by the Centre for Busi-
ness Performance. The approaches are: fast
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close, model-based reforecasting, and bud-
get-based reforecasting.

Fast closing
Technology company Cisco uses this ap-

proach. It has integrated its IT systems so
that it could, potentially, close every work-
ing day. It has achieved this by being ex-
tremely disciplined about the software it
uses. Enterprise resource planning systems
allow central collection and storage of data,
thus avoiding problems inherent with many
legacy systems. A single ERP platform is in
place across the whole of Cisco. There are
no legacy systems and new acquisitions are
integrated rapidly and may even be forced
to change their software to fall in line with
the rest of the company.

The advantages of fast close are twofold.

First, it is virtually automatic so there is lim-
ited demand on management time. Second,
the company knows its position quickly and
does not have to wait for several days after
the month end for a result. The disadvan-
tage is that, in itself, fast close does not cre-
ate a reforecast; it simply provides quick and
up to date information on where the com-
pany is. So fast close is more of a platform
on which to base reforecasting.

Model-based reforecasting
This technique deliberately avoids using

the budgeting process. Reforecasts are
based on an explicit financial model of the
company and so deliberately circumvent
the negotiation process.

Bourne described two very different ex-
amples of how companies have approached
this. Borealis, the Danish-based plastics
company, has for many years managed with-
out a budget. It has produced its financial
forecasts using a spreadsheet-based model
that takes into account key economic and
business parameters. Because of the rela-
tive homogeneity of its business, a single
executive can do forecasting quickly and
effectively in just over a day.

Car giant Ford has a more complex busi-
ness and has therefore adopted a more so-
phisticated approach. By consolidating its
sales forecasting systems into a single model,
it can generate quicker and more internally
consistent forecasts of demand than it was
able to achieve in the past. By using actual
cost data from its ERP system Ford has the
latest accurate information for its model. Sim-
ply combining the two gives an initial fore-
cast, which can be disseminated to a wide
cross-section of management at the same
time. This gives a consistent picture and re-
quires minimal management time.

This has required a rationalisation of
systems and processes but has given ben-
efits in time and significant cost savings for
the company. The model-based forecasts
used by Borealis and being developed by

Ford have a number of advantages. They:
� are quick;
� require minimal management ef for t

compared with the traditional approach;
� are based on explicit assumptions con-

tained in the model;
� can be re-run using different assumptions;
� are not based on negotiated positions; and
� are no less accurate than the traditional

approach.

Budget-based reforecasting
This may actually be a misnomer as the

companies that practise this approach no
longer use the word budget, preferring to
call it a financial plan. But companies such
as BP use a traditional budget in a different
and more constructive way. Instead of the
traditional budget review process, focusing
on past performance, both companies focus
on the future. This is done by only review-
ing high-level management accounting data
on actual performance and focusing explic-
itly on the forecast year-end result. These
companies are reforecasting monthly.

How do they do this? First, they have
separated executive compensation from
achieving the budget. This removes the

negotiation from target setting and creates
a much more open process and debate.
Second, they have a culture that trusts the
line managers to manage the detail. Third,
they value accuracy: managers who under-
forecast are in as much trouble as those
who over-forecast. These appear simple
steps but are difficult to implement in many
companies.

Looking forward
According to Bourne, “Reforecasting

only works when we have the ability to pre-
dict the future. Prediction cannot be per-
fect, but within limits this is what we at-
tempt to do when we reforecast. Ideally all
our processes need to be in control before
we can predict. That is to say, we manage
our processes so that they perform within
natural and predictable variations that we
can measure using statistical process con-
trol. Few companies do this, and so their
forecasts are suspect, or at least not as
good as they could be.”

He said there is a move by some in the
US to make a report on process control the
fourth main section in the annual report.
If this were to succeed, it would make fore-
casting more accurate as it would provide
a strong empirical base from which to start.
It would also make reforecasting less nec-
essary as — outside events such as 9/11
— company performance would be more
predictable. But this has to be some years
away yet and until then the slowness and
cost of reforecasting are still with us.

Stathis Gould, technical expert, CIMA,
said: “The value of this report is that it
looks at how different companies have ap-
proached improving their planning and
budgeting. It shows that there is no one
solution. It’s important to point out that
these methods are not mutually exclusive.
Model-based reforecasting is only one rea-
son why Borealis has managed without a
budget. For example, they also use the
balanced scorecard to connect their stra-
tegic objectives to operational delivery.
And they have a robust methodology for
capital investment.”

Tim Cooper is the editor of Insight, an online
newsletter published by CIMA for accountants
in business. This article is contributed by CIMA
and it first appeared in Insight which is acces-
sible at www.cimaglobal.com/insight.

 “There is little difference between the time required for

reforecasting and the time taken to produce the budget. This is

surely unsustainable in the longer term.”
Mike Bourne, Director, Centre for Business Performance, Cranfield School of Management

AT
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SPECIAL NOTICE

N O T I C E  T O  M E M B E R S

Briefing for Practitioners
in Johor Bahru
We are pleased to inform practising mem-
bers of our first practitioners briefing to be
organised at the MIA new Branch Office
in Johor Bahru on Thursday, 12 Janu-
ary 2006. Details are as follows:

Venue: MIA JB Branch Office
Unit No. 5.03 A, 5th Floor
Menara TJB
9, Jalan Syed Mohd Mufti
80000 Johor Bahru, Johor

Time: 5.00 p.m. to 7.30 p.m.
Admission: Free
No. of CPE hours: 2

For this briefing, the Institute has pro-
posed the following topics:

(a) Practical IT Tools for Audit Firms
In recent years, members in public prac-

tice have been experiencing unprecedented

challenges in the marketplace. How to remain
competitive becomes the key concern for
practitioners. Learning to cope with changes
and providing value added services are of ut-
most importance to survive in the industry.

With all these challenges, practitioners
can no longer conduct their business in a
conventional way. Our industry landscape
will reveal that almost 90 per cent of our
firms are sole proprietor set-ups. Hence,
they tend to operate with limited resources,
i.e. limited time and money. The talk by AXP
Solutions Sdn. Bhd. is intended to increase
practitioners’ awareness in optimising tech-
nology to handle their daily routine, so that
more resources and time are available to be
channelled towards providing better cus-
tomer services and more lucrative returns.
Practitioners can thus focus on key business
issues that deliver strategic advantage to
their clients. The talk will cover:

Comparison of manual, semi-auto and
automated software programmes in per-

forming, monitoring and reviewing au-
dit engagements on a generic basis; and

How an automated software programme
can be a tool to enhance efficiency and
effectiveness of audit and compilation
engagements, client relationship manage-
ment and overall resource planning.

We are pleased to have Tan Min Hin, busi-
ness partner of AXP Solutions Sdn. Bhd., to
present this talk. Tan has a Bachelor of Com-
merce degree from the University of Auckland
and also holds a MBA from the University of
South Australia. He has seven years of finan-
cial and management experience in different
industries. Tan was previously attached to
Deloitte Kassim Chan’s Johor Bahru office.

(b) Practice Continuation Arrangement
By-Law B-9 (1) states that a member in

public practice who is a sole practitioner
shall enter into an arrangement to enable
his practice to continue with minimum dis-
ruption in the event of his death or inca-
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INCOME TAX SOFTWARE

FOR TAX PRACTITIONERS

    PASSPORT CLEARANCE – EXPATRIATE CLIENTS
Does your practice service expatriate clients? If you find that extracting

passport details onto the Form KL/R/217A is a tedious and mundane task,
resulting in repetitive errors, then we have just the tool to assist you in your

work.

  TaxSolve DRS -  the quick and efficient way to generate Form  KL/R/217A

         ∞  automatically determines residency qualification under S. 7, ITA  1967

         ∞  adheres to Public Ruling 2/2005 issued on 06/06/2005

Interested: Please contact Lim (MIA 8514) or Sie Choo on �+60 (3) 2300 0724 or
2300 0726  FAX: 2300 3810 for more information or visit us on www.taxsolve.net

Tel: 603-7665 1738   Fax: 603-7665 1739
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pacity in either of the following ways:

by entering into an agreement with an-
other sole practitioner or with a mem-
ber firm; or

by satisfying the Council that other
adequate provision has been made

And yet, how many firms have ever
planned ahead in this matter which is of such
significance. This talk is intended to share
with practising members on how they can
preserve the value of their practice in the
event of any unfortunate circumstances. By
failing to do so, the family of the said practi-
tioner will be ‘robbed’ of their entitlement. It
has been shown in researches conducted
overseas that within two months of the de-
mise or incapacitation of a sole practitioner,
the value of the firm that the practitioner has
built up over the years will disintegrate with
little or no residue value that can be handed
on to the surviving spouse and children.

This talk will be delivered by our Man-
ager of Practice Matters, Johnny Yong,
based on a model that was published by
the Institute in 2003.

Members are required to register their
interest in attending the above briefing
with Ms. Chan Hua Seng at 07-227 0369.
Alternatively, please e-mail your registra-
tion to practice@mia.org.my

Due to the limitation on the number of seats
available (40 seats), it will be on a first come
first-serve basis. As the branch office in Johor
Bahru is fairly new, members are requested
to contact the Practice Matters Department
at the Head Office in Kuala Lumpur if you
need to obtain more information on the above.

Let’s make the new Branch a success.
Come and join us in January 2006.

1
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Notice to Members

New Audit Licensing
Requirements
Members are hereby informed that the
Ministry of Finance has further amended
the audit licensing requirements. The new
requirements are as follows:

� Applicants must possess three years of
continuous relevant and sufficient audit
experience; and

� Applicants must have attended the “Pub-
lic Practice Programme” (previously
known as the “Commencement of Public
Practice”) organised by the Institute prior
to the submission of the application.

For applicants who possess the relevant
audit experience but are no longer in the
audit field, at the point of submission, he/
she must:

� possess three years of audit experience
in the time period of four years before
submission of the application; and

� have attended the “Public Practice
Programme” (previously known as the
“Commencement of Public Practice”)
organised by the Institute.

The three years of continuous experience
as mentioned above must be post-member-
ship of the Institute. The existing require-
ments to apply for the audit licence whereby
applicants must be members of the Institute
registered as a “Chartered Accountant” and
applicants must hold valid practising certifi-
cate as a “Chartered Accountant” still remains.

The details on the Public Practice Pro-
gramme will be sent to members in due course.
Members are required to comply with these
new requirements from 1 January 2006
onward. Please be guided accordingly.

Notice to Member Firms
Amendments to the Listing
Requirements for the Main
Board and Second Board (LR)
and the Listing Requirements
of BURSA Malaysia Securities
Bhd for the MESDAQ Market
(MMLR) in Relation to Delays
in Issuance of Financial
Statements
Members are hereby informed that in re-
lation to Main Board and Second Board
listed issuers,  and in relation to
MESDAQ Market listed companies,
Bursa Securities had issued, among oth-
ers, the following directives (“the Direc-
tive”):

(a) that Bursa Securities will impose a sus-
pension on the trading of the securities
of a listed issuer where the listed issuer
has failed to issue the quarterly report,
the annual audited accounts or the an-
nual repor t (“Prescribed Financial
Statements”) for a period exceeding
three months from:

the respective due dates for submission
of the Prescribed Financial Statements
as set out under the LR or MMLR ; or

the expiry of any extension of time
which may be granted by Bursa Secu-
rities for the submission of the Pre-
scribed Financial Statements (collec-
tively referred to as “the Relevant
Timeframes”);

(b) that the suspension shall be effected
on the market day following the expiry

1
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Change of Address of the New Office of the
Malaysian Co-operative Development Department
Please be informed that the Malaysian Co-operative Development Department (Au-
dit and Account Division) of the Ministry of Entrepreneur and Co-operative Devel-
opment has moved to Damansara Up-Town effective from 15 October 2005. Of-
fice Address (for the time being)

Jabatan Pembangunan Koperasi Malaysia
(Kementerian Pembangunan Usahawan Dan Koperasi)

Bahagian Audit Dan Akaun
Aras 5, Block J (Utara). Pusat Bandar Damansara

50604 Kuala Lumpur

Public Ruling (PR)
No. 5/2005: Deduction
for Loss of Cash and
Treatment of Recoveries
Please be informed that the PR No. 5/2005:
Deduction for Loss of Cash and Treatment
of Recoveries was issued on 14 November
2005 by the Inland Revenue Board (IRB).  The
said public ruling can be downloaded from
the IRB’s website at www.hasilnet.org.my
under the heading of ‘Law & Regulations-Rul-
ings’. AT AT
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Notice to Members

MIA Toastmasters Club
The MIA Toastmasters Club is
organising a series of activities for the
public (and of course members of the In-
stitute) to participate and improve in the
area of public speaking and listening
skills. Our activities are normally held
every 1st and 3rd Thursday of the month.
The details of our upcoming meetings are
as follows:

Date: 24th November 2005
(Thursday)

Venue: Training Room
16-18, MIA Resource Centre
Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3
Brickfields, Kuala Lumpur.
(near YMCA Brickfields)

Time: 6.30 to 7 p.m.
(Refreshments & fellowship)
7 p.m. onward
(Meeting proper)

Parking: Free after 6 p.m.

Things to bring along:
A fun and positive attitude

Entrance fees:
RM5 for the refreshments (applicable
to non MIA Toastmasters Club mem-
bers only)

CPE hours accredited:
A maximum of 10 hours per annum for
any member of the club who has com-
pleted at least 5 assignments in the year
(certified by the Secretary of the Club)

Upcoming meeting date:
The meeting date for the next two
months are:

(a) 1st & 15th of December 2005; and

(b) 5th & 19th of January 2006

The meeting on 15th of December 2005
is a joint meeting with the MAICSA
Toastmasters Club and MIA is playing
host.

Interested:
Please call 603 -2279 9200 (MIA’s Gen-
eral Line) and ask for Puan Shuhairah
or Ms. Tarana for more information

AT
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of three months from the Relevant
Timeframes, as the case may be, and
shall only be uplifted on the market day
following the issuance of the outstand-
ing Prescribed Financial Statements
unless otherwise determined by Bursa
Securities;

(c) that a listed issuer which fails to pro-
vide the outstanding Prescribed Finan-
cial Statements to Bursa Securities on
or before the 7th day prior to the expiry
of three months commencing from the
expiry of the Relevant Timeframes
(hereinafter referred to as “the Said
Day”) must make an announcement on
the Said Day; and

(d) that a listed issuer must make an im-
mediate announcement of any exten-
sion of time granted by Bursa Securi-
ties in relation to the issuance of Pre-
scribed Financial Statements.

Please be notified that pursuant to Sec-
tion 9 of the Securities Industry Act 1983,
amendments have been made to the LR
and MMLR which amongst others incor-
porates the above Directive.

The Amendments have been made as
part of the Exchange’s continuous efforts
to ensure the investors are provided with
information on the financial affairs of listed
issuers in a timely manner so as to aid in-
formed investment decisions.

Key changes
The key Amendments in the LR and

MMLR are as follows:

(a) Incorporation of a new provision, para-
graph 9.26 of the LR or rule 7.29 of the
MMLR which:

reflects the Directive;

includes a requirement that de-listing
procedures shall be commenced
against listed issuers who have failed
to issue any one of the Prescribed Fi-
nancial Statements upon the expiry of
six months from the Relevant
Timeframes (“De-listing Policy”);

imposes the following obligations or
requirements on a listed issuer that has
failed to issue the Prescribed Financial
Statements in accordance with the Rel-
evant Timeframes:

(aa) A listed issuer which intends to

request for the extension of time to is-
sue the Prescribed Financial State-
ments must do so not later that fifteen
(15) days prior to the expiry of the Rel-
evant Timeframes, failing which Bursa
Securities will not consider such appli-
cation; and

(bb) The obligation to make certain
additional disclosure as follows:

� If a listed issuer fails to issue the Pre-
scribed Financial Statements before
the expiry of the Relevant Timeframes,
it must:

• make an immediate announcement
on the date of expiry of the Relevant
Timeframes on its failure to issue such
Prescribed Financial Statements; and

• make a periodic announcement on a
monthly basis (i.e. on or before the last
market day of each month following the
expiry of the Relevant Timeframes)
until the issuance of the outstanding
Prescribed Financial Statements on the
status of the same.

(b) Prescription of the contents of the rel-
evant announcements

Implementation
Please take note that the said Amend-

ments supersede the Directive and shall
take effect immediately save for the De-
listing Policy. The De-listing Policy shall
take effect from 1 January 2006.

Additional Information
Please take note that the said Amend-

ments are available for reference on the
website of Bursa Malaysia at www.bursa
malaysia.com.

Should you require further information/
clarification on the above, kindly contact:

Legal Advisory & Corporate Legal Affairs
9th Floor, Bursa Malaysia Berhad
Exchange Square, Bukit Kewangan
50200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2034 7000   Fax: 03-2732 0065
Contact Persons:

Ms Yew Yee Tee (Ext: 7335)

Ms Anisah Suyuti Low (Ext: 7089)

Ms Lai Fui Sim (Ext: 7079)

Ms Boo Huey Fang (Ext: 7019)

Please be guided accordingly.
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M O N E Y  T R E E

ESCAPE THE

Anguish OF  Debt
  by Rajen Devadason

You lie in bed, fearful of your own
thoughts. Your terror has
brought you to the brink of de-
spair and tears.

But you don’t want to whimper aloud and
alarm your spouse. So, instead you suffer in
silence and contemplate the pit of debt you’ve
dug yourself into through years of financial
mismanagement. This pit now seems so
deep, and its walls feel so smooth you be-
lieve you will never climb out of that abyss.
In desperation your thoughts turn to suicide.

You lose all sense of mental balance and
proportion. The monumental size of your
debt — be it RM1,000, RM10,000,
RM100,000, RM1 million, RM10 million or
whatever — dwarfs everything else in your
life, including your tremendous capacity to
work and generate a healthy income, plus
the many other things you should be thank-
ful for, including your loving family, admir-
ing friends and the great country you live in.

Most people reading this will have never
gone through such deep debt-driven de-
pression. But a few have.

And in all likelihood, you know someone
who is close to cracking under the load of
personal debt. So, do you care enough to
extend a word of hope and encouragement,
or will you turn your nose up at these people
and watch by the sidelines as they go under?

In a while, I’m going to go into detail as to
how you can either help yourself or help
friends who are deep in debt, perhaps to the
point of contemplating ending their lives.
Before that, you should realise the only 100
per cent sure way of never ever having to
deal with such a situation yourself is to make
a pact with the man or woman in the mirror
to get out of debt in the foreseeable future. A
sensible length of time for most people would

Wage War on Debt

I WANT YOU
TO WAGE THE WAR 

AGAINST DEBT TERRORISM!

be 10 years — even if you’re currently locked
into a mortgage that stretches out 30 years.
Strategies that will help you out of your cur-
rent bind will be outlined in a moment.

But before that, a sensitive issue must
be addressed. Is advocating that you aim

to become debt-free in one decade the most
sophisticated route to take toward finan-
cial health? Frankly, no!

You see, the intelligent use of the cor-
rect kind of debt can improve the economic
well-being of some people. But after more
than 20 years of scrutinising the effects of
runaway debt on people, my conclusion is
that most of us aren’t wired mentally in a
way that allows us to take best advantage
of OPM (other people’s money) in a mea-
sured, sensible manner to grow our wealth.

That’s why I make no apologies for advo-
cating that the majority of people should aim
to become debt-free. Making a decision to
one day become debt-free is itself liberating.

So, if you believe you will benefit from a
logical programme of debt elimination or
if you know someone who will, please read
on with pen and notebook in hand … (You
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Escape the Anguish of Debt

might also want to cut out this article and
file it somewhere safe in case you ever
come across someone in need of these in-
structions.)

The reason runaway debt hurts us so
much eventually is that it seldom hurts us
at all initially. We grow more and more ac-
customed to its tempting tendrils that al-
low us to enjoy more of the good things of
life today before we can fully afford them
ourselves. By the time we realise, we are
in deeper than we want to be, it is hard to
turn our back on the allure of debt.

Tell-tale signs of trouble in this regard
are rising credit card balances. A sure sign
of danger is an inner prompting to seek out
the ‘help’ offered by loan sharks. If you
have not yet fallen into that horrendous
steel trap, please avoid doing so at all costs.

All other forms of debt, from interest-free
loans from family and friends to cheap
housing loans to more expensive car loans
to pricey credit card loans, are usually
manageable because the interest rate costs
range from 0 to under 20 per cent a year.
In case you didn’t know, the cost associ-
ated with loan shark debts tends to fall into
the range of 10 to 20 per cent a month.

If you think because there are 12 months
in a year, that range translates into 120 to
240 per cent a year, you would be dead
wrong. (And some people do end up dead
because of this type of thinking.) If you use
a calculator or an Excel spreadsheet to fig-
ure out the effects of 12 such compound-
ing periods, you’ll be shocked to learn pay-
ing 10 to 20 per cent a month in interest
works out to annualised percentage rates
(APRs) that range from 214 to 792 per cent.

So, as I’ve already said, if you’ve been
mulling over the wisdom of borrowing
money from a loan shark to tide you over a
rough patch, don’t.

But if you already have borrowed from
a loan shark, then applying two-thirds of
that saying, ‘beg, borrow or steal’, is war-
ranted! Please do not steal. But do beg and
borrow whatever you must from people
who care for you and are not likely to fit
you for cement boots if you are late repay-
ing them. Then repay the loan sharks and
swear to yourself, to God and to high
heaven you will never go near one of those
human parasites again.

Once you’ve made sure your current

portfolio of debt contains no loan that
charges you more than 20 per cent per
year, you are ready to implement one of
two mutually exclusive debt eradication
strategies.

Strategy 1 involves focusing on paying
down your loans in order of the most ex-
pensive to the least expensive. Strategy 2
involves paying down your loans in order
of the smallest to the largest.

Consider this hypothetical situation of a
45-year-old man named Richard who earns
a high net annual income of RM300,000 but
is straining under a total debt burden of
RM1.4 million. Your situation or that of
someone you want to help will be differ-
ent, but use the broad principles illustrated
to formulate a sensible programme that
can be implemented immediately.

Richard has six different debts:

Debt A (mor tgage on primar y resi-
dence) RM400,000 costing
6.2% a year;

Debt B (mortgage on a rental condo)
RM500,000 costing 6.5% a year;

Debt C (credit card balance 1)
RM100,000 costing 19.7% a year;

Debt D (credit card balance 2)
RM60,000 costing 19.7% a year;

Debt E (credit card balance 3)
RM120,000 costing 19.7% a year;

Debt F (car loan 1) RM220,000 costing
8.0% a year.

Note the interest rates shown have all
been restated as pure APRs. For instance,
the usual 1.5 per cent per month on credit
card interest is often stated as 18 per cent
nominal interest, but because the interest
is compounded every day this works out
to an APR of 19.7 per cent . Similarly, most
older car hire purchase loans are based on
what’s known as the Rule of 78, which re-
sults in a variable APR each month. (My
book Liberty! From Debt-Slave to Money
Master contains the precise calculations for
both those situations.) Newer car loans
tend to be treated like more equitable
home loans.

If Richard wants to implement Strategy
1 (high interest to low interest rate), he
would ensure all minimum payments are
made first. Then, he would rework his bud-
get to allow some savings (for peace of
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Rajen Devadason, a certified financial planner, is
a speaker, author and independent consultant. He
is CEO of a corporate mentoring consultancy, RD
WealthCreation Sdn Bhd. Rajen welcomes feed-
back at rajen@RajenDevadason.com.

mind and to rebuild self-confidence) before
the bulk of his surplus is applied to his loan
portfolio in this order:

Debt C (credit card balance 1)
RM100,000 costing 19.7% a year;

Debt D (credit card balance 2)
RM60,000 costing 19.7% a year;

Debt E (credit card balance 3)
RM120,000 costing 19.7% a year;

Debt F (car loan 1) RM220,000 cost-
ing 8.0% a year;

Debt B (mortgage on a rental condo)
RM500,000 costing 6.5% a year;

Debt A (mortgage on primary resi-
dence) RM400,000 costing
6.2% a year.

But if he wanted to see initial progress
quicker, in terms of a reduction in the num-
ber of specific loans, he would implement
Strategy 2 (small to big).

Debt D (credit card balance 2)
RM60,000 costing 19.7% a year;

Debt C (credit card balance 1)
RM100,000 costing 19.7% a year;

Debt E (credit card balance 3)
RM120,000 costing 19.7% a year;

Debt F (car loan 1) RM220,000 costing
8.0% a year;

Debt A (mortgage on primary resi-
dence) RM400,000 costing
6.2% a year;

Debt B (mortgage on a rental condo)
RM500,000 costing 6.5% a year.

Strategy 1 is mathematically more effi-
cient. Strategy 2, however, is psychologi-
cally more rewarding.

The power of either strategy is that it al-
lows someone on the brink of collapsing
mentally through fear of debt to take action
in a manner that is logical and effective.

Use either strategy to help yourself or
use this information to help people close
to you who need help in ensuring they
don’t get buried — either figuratively in
their minds or literally in a wooden coffin
— by out-of-control debt.
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Win Employees AND

Testimonials IN MARKETING

by Davis Sharp

Employees can do much damage by bad-mouthing your company. Conversely, they

can be powerful promoters when they say positive things to family, friends,

customers and others in the community. And what they say has instant credibility.
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Case in point: One service rep
at a specialty-stationery com-
pany tells new clients, “We
treat each of our customers

exactly the way management treats us  —
with care and respect.” Not surprisingly,
that company realises repeat business from
95 per cent of its new clients and has
achieved annual growth of 15 per cent for
the past four years.

Instill Loyalty
Keep in mind that employees will be in-

clined to spread goodwill only if they feel a
strong sense of loyalty and believe in the
company’s mission and goals. You can fos-
ter this level of dedication by proving to
your staff that you and your company, prize
customer satisfaction.

Employees must see you’re prepared to
drop everything or go to any lengths to
satisfy an unhappy customer. They’ll
proudly brag about this commitment from
the top — and demonstrate the same high
level of service themselves.

Set Honesty as a High Priority
Even the most loyal employees don’t

want to lie for you. They’ll resent any ex-
pectation that they stretch the truth to win
a sale or stall a creditor. And they certainly
won’t be inclined to talk up your company.

Respect Employees
Listen to their ideas, and be open to their

suggestions for improving systems or op-
erations. Don’t send mixed signals, such
as paying lip service to empowerment and
then undermining people by not allowing
them to make even the most basic deci-
sions.

Promote Employee Endorsements
Even loyal employees must be prompted

to promote the company by word of mouth.
Explain how important their endorsements
are to the success of everyone in the com-
pany.

Here are five tips for turning your
employees into ambassadors:

Spread the word about key develop-
ments. Information about new prod-
ucts, service improvements, special of-
fers and plans for expansion will help

Win Employees and Testimonials in Marketing

boost your profile within the commu-
nity.
Tip: Educate your employees well in
these areas. They’ll love being able to
pass along “insider” information.

Talk up your community-oriented ac-
tivities, from participation in the local
softball league to fund-raising efforts
for school trips or the United Way.

Share your success stories. At staff
meetings, read letters from happy cus-
tomers: “Here’s a great letter we re-
ceived thanking Joe for the fantastic
service he gave a customer recently …
“Announce and celebrate industry or
business awards won by the company
or your employees.”

Emphasise your common mission and
goals. Every employee should be aware
of the company’s mission statement, as
well as that of their own division. Work-
ers should be able to recite it when ap-
propriate (“It’s our mission to make
sure every customer walks out of here
happy”).

Tout excellence. Modesty won’t help
promote your business. But displaying
your fierce pride in excellence will in-
spire employees to tell others: “Our
commitment to excellence helped
launch and grow this company. We con-
tinue that tradition today — and we
want in our community to know about
it. They’ll know if we tell them — and
we’ll prove it by the way we do busi-
ness.” (Kathleen Conroy)

Winning Visibility Through
Testimonials

Customer success stories are personal
testimonials to the value and effectiveness
of your products and services. Marketing
expert Raleigh Pinskey says that her cli-
ents, who range from generator manufac-
turers to a singing-telegram business, re-
port that using testimonials increases re-
sponse to direct-mail pieces by an average
of 20 per cent. “And when your customers
send out the testimonial (to their custom-
ers) on your behalf under their own letter-
head, the response increases by up to 50
per cent,” Pinskey says. Be prepared to
give testimonials for other companies’

products that they can use in their adver-
tising. By doing so, you’re helping them
and getting additional exposure for your
company. Use success stories in your pro-
motional and marketing literature, includ-
ing your website, newsletters, news re-
leases, flyers, brochures and print adver-
tising.

A few tips for producing effective
endorsements:

� Solicit testimonials. In follow-up calls or
notes, ask how customers like your prod-
uct or service. Add any positive com-
ments to a database for possible endorse-
ments.

� Always get an OK. Attributing comments
to customers without their permission
leaves you open to being sued. Be spe-
cific in your request: “We’d like your per-
mission to use your name and your com-
ments in our advertising and promo-
tional materials.” Caution: Get the go-
ahead in writing. Verbal agreements can
too easily be denied later.

� Give customers options. Some people
might want to send a letter or e-mail en-
dorsing your product or service. But
point out that you’d be happy to write the
endorsement yourself, using the
customer’s comments and then check-
ing back for revisions and approval. This
will enable you to create a testimonial
that says what you want it to say, how
you want to say it — subject, of course,
to the customer’s final approval.

� Use specific structure and a light, con-
versational tone. Testimonials can vary
in length and complexity. A strong testi-
monial describes a problem the cus-
tomer had, the actions you and the cus-
tomer took to find a solution and the re-
sults.

Take this example: “I’ve tried dozens of
calligraphy pens, and none came close to
meeting my needs. Then Mary at Easy
Writer Inc. handed me the Super G to try,
and right away I knew it was what I’ve been
looking for all these years. My Super G gives
me the quality look I want on the wedding
invitations and other important documents
I create by special order. Customers love
the look too, and my business has grown
steadily as they spread the word.”

1

5

4
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AT
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GETTING YOUR Salesforce
TO Sell More

by Shiv Prasad

Keep call reluctance from stifling growth at your company.

Myth: Good products and services sell
themselves.

Reality: Forget the “Field of Dreams”
mentality. No one will come just because
you’ve built a better mousetrap. You
have to promote it — and yourself. Ask
your sales staff how many prospecting
calls they think they should make each
week. Then ask them how many they
actually make. (The answer is likely to
be at least half.) So why aren’t they pick-
ing up the phone more often? Chalk it
up to call reluctance, the fear of self-pro-
motion.

Eighty per cent of all new salespeople
experience call reluctance to such an ex-
tent that they fail within their first year.
Even successful veterans suffer — about
40 per cent. Though they’re able to push
themselves to get the job done, they could
be a lot happier and even more effective if
they squelched self-promotional fears.

The fear of self-promotion has both
personal and professional repercussions.
And for a fast-track entrepreneur, it’s
deadly.

Roots of call reluctance
Behavioural scientists George Dudley

and Shannon Goodson have been research-
ing call reluctance for more than 20 years.
Its origins are complex and often stem
from a variety of sources, from formal train-
ing to unconsciously mimicking the
behaviour of others.
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Society does a lot of damage
Too often salespeople are portrayed as

backslapping, shallow individuals who are
out to exploit others. So instead of calling
their salespeople “salespeople,” companies
create new nomenclature: account execu-
tive, account manager, relationship manager
and sales counsellor. Yet these aliases do
more harm then good. “By imposing these
euphemisms as a policy, companies are re-
vealing that they are conflicted about the
role and legitimacy of selling,” says Dudley.

There’s nothing wrong with trying to be an
advocate for your customer. But a consulta-
tive selling style becomes a problem when
salespeople forget their main mission: selling.

Three most common cases
Dudley and Goodson identify 12 differ-

ent types of call reluctance. However, en-
trepreneurs are especially prone to three:

Role rejection. Sufferers associate guilt
or shame with selling. They do not feel like
viable professionals. Worse, they feel like
failures. Role rejection is tough to identify
because victims insist on appearing unusu-
ally upbeat. But that optimism is merely a
cover-up. Role rejection takes a toll on suf-
ferers and prevents them from taking pride
in their work — and realising their poten-
tial. Entrepreneurs need to be wary of role
rejection because it’s crucial for them to
network and stay visible in their commu-
nities. They also need to take care not to
infest their sales staff with any role-rejec-
tion germs. A learned behaviour, role re-
jection is highly contagious. Fortunately,
it’s also one of the easiest forms of call re-
luctance to overcome.

Over-preparer. The afflicted spend an
inordinate amount of time preparing for a
sales call. They become encyclopaedias of
knowledge, but rarely flaunt it. After all
their preparation, there’s no time left for a
call. If they actually do make a presenta-
tion, it’s usually dull — the emphasis is on
the data rather than sparking a rapport
with potential clients. How to spot them:

Over-preparers are typically restrained and
may seem cold or distant. They are uncom-
fortable with any display of emotions.

Entrepreneurs who are technically ori-
ented are especially prone to over- prepa-
ration. They like to spend lots of time on
planning and internal operations, but they
forget to sell. All their investment goes into
product, rather than marketing.

Hyper-pro. Because they harbour se-
cret doubts about their abilities, hyper-pros
are obsessed with image. They try to
achieve credibility through flashy symbols,
such as expensive cars or designer labels.
They’ll even invest in academic degrees to
impress others. They confuse prospecting

with packaging. Some hyper-pros are ver-
bally oriented, a behaviour that Dudley and
Goodson deem “voice proud.” In contrast
to the “body-proud” set, “voice-proud”
hyper-pros may look like slobs but love to
hear themselves. They drone on and on,
often tossing out lofty, multi-syllable words
that they may not even understand. Be-
cause they view average prospecting as
“beneath them,” they only work on “mega”
deals (that rarely pan out). Hyper-pros can
also run into big trouble if they overextend
themselves financially in the attempt to
dress and drive for success.

Three deadly cases
The following three forms of call reluc-

tance are less prevalent in entrepreneurs, but
have more serious repercussions. Watch for:

Oppositional reflex. Those suffering
from oppositional reflex reserve the right
to be right — all of the time. Because they
must get the last word in, being around
them is a continual case of one-upmanship.
These people also love to argue and find
fault with others. When they make mis-
takes, they make excuses and point fingers.
Especially dangerous, oppositional reflex is
difficult to cure because sufferers don’t take
coaching or advice well. Oppositional reflex
can kill a partnership. And the corporate
culture is “management by terror.”

Yielder. Pathetically polite, yielders
don’t want to be perceived as being pushy.
Thus, they postpone prospecting, believ-
ing that the other person is probably too
busy to take their call. Always waiting for
that perfect time to initiate contact, yield-
ers don’t pick up the phone. Yielders have
a hard time asking for help. They also have
a hard time saying “no” when anyone asks
a favour. Thus, they take on far more than
they can handle. (Women are particularly
susceptible to this form of call reluctance.)

Doomsayer. This type always imagines
the worst-case scenario. Doomsayers are
frightened of risks; spontaneity is not their
style. When it comes to prospecting, they
like to stick to scripts and get rattled if a
potential customer asks a question that
they don’t have a canned answer for.

Identifying call reluctance
Dudley and Goodson published the first

call-reluctance test, the SPQ*Gold, in 1982,
and they’ve continued to revise and update
it. Whereas other psychological profiles
tend to be general, the SPQ*Gold mea-
sures specific selling skills with a focus on
prospecting. The 110-question, multiple-
choice test takes about 20 minutes to com-
plete and is scored by a computer at the
scientists’ headquarters in Dallas.

Proper assessment is important because
different types of call reluctance require spe-
cific remedies. If you misapply an antidote,
you could make the negative behaviour even
worse. Because they are often carriers of call
reluctance, senior managers should also be
tested. In a study of regional vice presidents
in the insurance industry, managers suffered
14 per cent more from call reluctance than
the agents they managed.

It pays to be careful because some forms
of call reluctance, such as role rejection,
are highly contagious. Look beyond execu-
tives’ rhetoric to their behaviour. Are sales
managers out in the trenches and making
calls? Audit your sales materials as well,
and make sure they don’t send mixed sig-
nals about selling.

Your human resources department also
must be pro-selling because there’s a self-
fulfilling prophecy at work. If your
company’s recruiting and selection pro-
cess is tainted with a negative image of

Getting your Salesforce to Sell More

“Eighty per cent of all new salespeople experience call reluctance

to such an extent that they fail within their first year. Even suc-

cessful veterans suffer — about 40 per cent.”
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MIA Organises Workshop for
Accounting Club Presidents
The Institute recently organised a 2-day workshop
with accounting club leaders from local universities
(which have their accountancy degrees recognised
under Part 1 of the First Schedule of the Accoun-
tants Act, 1967) at the MIA Resource Centre in
Brickfields, Kuala Lumpur.

The workshop is another programme initiated by
the Institute’s Membership Recruitment Drive Com-
mittee (MRDC) as part of its membership recruit-
ment drive. The objective of the programme was to
ensure that the attendees share and disseminate in-
formation gathered at the workshop with fellow club
members. It was the Institute’s hope to reach out to
the university students to inspire, motivate and
groom them to achieve success as individuals and
future accountants via the programme.

A total of 15 students selected from nine universities,
namely, Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM), Universiti
Sains Malaysia (USM), International Islamic University
(UIA), Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM), Universiti
Malaya (UM), Universiti Tenaga Nasional (UNITEN),
Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM), Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) and Malaysia Multime-
dia University (MMU) attended the workshop.

The contents for the 2-day workshop were devel-
oped to include modules emphasising the role of MIA,
routes to be Chartered Accountants in Malaysia, ca-
reer planning, awareness about the profession and
talks by prominent accountants. Students were given
the necessary information about MIA and the pro-
fession. The workshop also allowed participants to
mingle with MIA Secretariat staff apart from giving
them the chance to contribute ideas for the benefit
of the profession and accounting undergraduates.

The event kicked off on the first day with a wel-
come remark from the MIA Executive Director, Ms
Ho Foong Moi and was followed by a presentation
‘About MIA’ by the Head of the Communications
Department, En Iszudin. During dinner later in the
evening, attendees were encouraged to ‘network’
and exchange information with other participants
in an informal and relaxed setting.

During the welcoming speech on Day 2, the MIA
President, Encik Abdul Rahim said, “Students have
never been exposed to any of these activities before,
but it’s a really crucial part of moving into profes-
sional life. Most students spend four years getting a
professional designation, but are not informed about
the best suitable routes to become a Chartered Ac-
countant. Having the necessary knowledge is im-
portant, but knowing where you are heading and
which path to take in order to be a Chartered Ac-

countant is equally important.”
The students then did a presentation about their

respective universities’ accounting clubs activities.
They also shared their thoughts about ways MIA
could assist in creating awareness about the profes-
sion in the universities. At the end of Day 2, students
worked in a team and answered a research question-
naire done by MIA. The workshop acted as a plat-
form for the Institute to gather feedback about some
of the planned activities created for the university ac-
counting students to ensure the effectiveness before
the Institute embarked on the said projects.

The highlight of the workshop session was the
talk by the prominent accountants. On the final
day, the Vice-President
of the MIA, Nik
Hasyudeen and  Yeo
Tek Ling, a Council
Member of the Insti-
tute shared their expe-
riences with the stu-
dents.

The information gath-
ered by the Institute
during these sessions
was particularly useful
for the Institute in plan-
ning strategies for po-
tential future members
from the accounting
graduates. With the da-
tabase, the Institute will
be able to keep a record
and analyse the trends
of how many accounting
students actually be-
come Char tered Ac-
countants upon gradua-
tion.

“We have learnt a lot from this workshop and

now we are more clear about the role of MIA,

several routes available to be Chartered

Accountants in Malaysia and the career options.

Nobody has sat down with us and said these

things … and we’re also glad we can talk about

all the unwritten stuff with these prominent

accountants.”

Suparman Lasama, UiTM

“Very beneficial. I hope that MIA will conduct

similar sessions in universities where there is a

wider audience.”

Ng Lai Leng, USM

“Before I came to MIA, I was more interested to be

an architect and I did not know why I chose to

study Accountancy. Now I am very sure about my

career path, that is to be a Chartered Accountant.”

Nur Haizawati Al Shaari, UIAAT

One for the album … A
group photograph of the
participants with MIA
Secretariat staff and
Council Members
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International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS)
Regional Policy Forum

Australia and New Zealand co-hosted an Asia-Oceania
Regional Forum in Sydney, Australia on 24 October 2005
on International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

The participating jurisdictions comprised China,

Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, the Republic of Korea,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and
the two host countries. There were approximately 40
delegates who included senior representatives of ac-
counting standard-setting and oversight bodies, pro-
fessional accounting bodies, central banks and gov-
ernment officials. The Institute was represented by
Dato’ Nordin Baharuddin, a Council Member of MIA
and the Chairman of the Accounting and Auditing
Committee and Maizatul Azura Alias from the Secre-
tariat. Dr. Nordin Mohd Zain, Executive Director of
the Malaysian Accounting Standards Board (MASB)
also attended the forum on behalf of Malaysia.

This forum has been held at an important time. A
revised Constitution governing the operation of the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
came into effect on 1 July 2005. The new Constitution
has increased the number of Asia-Oceania trustee
positions from four to six, reflecting the increased in-
fluence that the region will have in determining the
strategic direction for international accounting stan-
dards-setting. With many jurisdictions in the Asia-
Oceania region relatively advanced in adopting IFRS
or harmonising their standards with IFRS, there is sig-
nificant scope to enhance regional co-operation and

coordination with the aim of delivering positive out-
comes for the region and participating jurisdictions.

Delegates participated in sessions which considered:
� the state of play of financial reporting in the region;
� the advantages of adopting IFRS and issues aris-

ing in their implementation; and
� the role of the region in influencing the standard-

setting debate.
These sessions highlighted the importance of

having a set of high-quality accounting standards
that result in the disclosure of transparent and com-
parable financial information. They also demon-
strated that there are obstacles both large and small
to the smooth implementation of IFRS.

In the presence of IASB board member, Tatsumi
Yamada, delegates compared the experiences of
their organisations in co-operating with the IASB in
the development of IFRS, and examined options for
the region to further develop this relationship.

Issues also discussed at the forum were:
� the benefits of fur ther dialogue in the Asia-

Oceania region;
� the differences between adoption, convergence

and harmonisation with IFRS and the benefits and
disadvantages of each;

� the importance, and implications, of the IASB’s
Small and Medium-sized Entities project for the
region. In this context, it was noted that in some
jurisdictions a very large number of small and
medium entities are required to comply with IFRS;

� the delays in implementing the standards arising from
translation of the international standards into local
languages and/or the incorporation of the interna-
tional standards into domestic legal frameworks;
•This raised some issues regarding when the
domestic systems and related financial reports
can be regarded as ‘IFRS compliant’.

� interaction between IFRS and prudential and tax
frameworks.
At the end of the forum, delegates appreciated

the opportunity to exchange views on the adoption
of, or convergence with, IFRS within the region and
agreed that there are benefits to, and greater scope
for, coordinating regional views on issues of com-
mon concern on IFRS-related matters. One way of
achieving this is to hold a forum of this type on a
regular basis, to allow jurisdictions to share experi-
ences and raise issues of interest.

Delegates also agreed that there was scope for
jurisdictions in the region, particularly those where
the adoption of, or convergence with, IFRS was rela-
tively advanced, to provide technical support to as-
sist in the adoption and implementation of IFRS to
other jurisdictions in the region.

The Hong Kong authorities have agreed to ex-
plore the possibility of hosting an IFRS policy fo-
rum in 2006. AT

“With many

jurisdictions in the

Asia-Oceania region

relatively advanced

in adopting IFRS or

harmonising their

standards with IFRS,

there is significant

scope to enhance

regional co-operation

and coordination

with the aim of

delivering positive

outcomes for the

region and partici-

pating jurisdictions.”

Participants listening
attentively at the Forum

A group photograph of
the delegates at the
Forum in Sydney
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HCC President Puan Sri Datin Seri Raihana receiving the mock cheque
from Organising Chairman Heah Theng Chye. Looking on are (L-R) Tan
Sri Datuk Seri Khalid Ahmad, YB Dato’ Dr. Toh Kin Woon, Nik Mohd.
Hasyudeen Yusoff and Fan Kah Seong

Performance from children of the Handicapped Centre

PENANG BRANCH

Charity Treasure Hunt 2005 in Penang
Some 150 members of the accounting and business fraternity participated in a
treasure hunt organised by MIA in collaboration with ACCA, CIMA and CPA
Australia on 11 September 2005.

The Hunt was flagged off from MIA Penang office by YB Dato’ Wong Kam Hoong,
Deputy Minister of Culture, Arts and Heritage. In his speech, Dato’ Wong urged
the accountants and other professionals to remain resilient and contribute to the
economy and nation amidst concerns over the rising oil prices and its effects. Also
present was Dato’ Khoo Keat Hye, Chairman of Silver Jubilee Home for the Aged
who received a letter pledging to contribute the net proceeds of the event from
Adelena Lestari Chong,
Vice-Chairperson, MIA
Penang Branch.

Apart from fostering
camaraderie among the
participants, this inaugu-
ral Hunt under the ener-
getic leadership of Goh
Kok Ghee and his enthu-
siastic team members
comprising representa-
tives from MIA and the
professional bodies
raised RM2,800 and
“treasures“ for the Silver
Jubilee Home. AT

Participants all geared for the fun to begin

YB Dato’ Wong Kam Hoong flagging off the Hunt, L-R
are Dato’ Khoo, Adelena Chong, Calvin Yeoh and Goh
Kok Ghee

In action, hunting for clues and answers

MIA Penang Branch reaches out
to handicapped children
As further testament of their commitment towards the ‘MIA
Cares’ programme, the Penang Branch Committee 2004/
2005 under the chairmanship of Fan Kah Seong and assisted
by the organising committee led by Heah Theng Chye
managed to successfully organise a charity dinner replacing
the usual annual dinner.

The event themed ‘Dining with a Heart’ on 18 November
2005 at E & O Hotel raised RM70,000 with support and
contributions from the accounting fraternity and corporate
sector. The proceeds will go towards equipping the speech
therapy unit of the Handicapped Children’s Centre, Penang with
proper manpower and facilities to enable the children there to
enhance their communications skills and improve their lives.

The guest-of-honour was YB Dato’ Dr. Toh Kin Woon,
Penang State Executive Councillor in charge of State
Economic Planning, Education & Human Resource, Science,
Technology & Innovation. Some 240 accountants, corporate
leaders and guests were present for the occasion. Among
the distinguished guests were MIA Vice-President Nik
Mohd. Hasyudeen Yusoff, Handicapped Children’s Centre
(HCC) President, Puan Sri Datin Seri Raihana H.M. Ibrahim
and FMM Northern Branch Chairman, Dato’ OK Lee. AT
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(2nd L) Sidney Lau Ka Tee (organising chairman) presenting the mock cheque to
the Deputy Chief Minister I (guest-of-honour), witnessed by David Tiang Kung
Seng, Andy Chia Chu Fatt, YB Lee (representing MRCS) and Sim Yong Liang

Presentation of photograph of guest-of-honour beside images of the old Miri and
the new Miri, autographed by all dinner guests

Institute News

SARAWAK BRANCH

Deputy Chief Minister
Praises Accountants in Miri
The first Miri Chapter dinner was held nine years
ago. The second chapter dinner on 16 October
2005 was timely as it fell on the day that Miri cel-
ebrated her newly conferred ‘city’ status. With
only 135 registered members in Miri, the Miri
Chapter Committee did exceptionally well as they
were able to gather more than 360 guests includ-
ing those from member firms, the corporate sec-
tor, universities and the public sector in the grand
ballroom of the new Eastwood Valley Golf and
Country Club.

Deputy Chief Minister 1, YB Datuk Patinggi Tan
Sri Dr. George Chan Hong Nam praised the ac-
countants for their care and concern when he
handed over a donation of RM3,988.88 collected
by the MIA Miri Chapter, to the Kidney Dialysis
Centre of the Malaysian Red Crescent Society,
Miri Chapter. Among the many distinguished
guests were the Assistant Minister of Infrastruc-
ture. AT

National Annual Corporate
Report Awards (NACRA):
Public Bank gets award for
the Most Outstanding
Annual Report 2005

Public Bank Bhd has won the overall excellence
award for the most outstanding annual report in the
2005 National Annual Corporate Report Awards
(NACRA) competition.

The National Annual Corporate Report Awards or
NACRA 2005 competition awards presentation cer-
emony was held on 29 November 2005 where the

best of the nation’s cor-
porate annual repor ts
were given recognition
at a gathering of distin-
guished corporate
guests which included
Guest-of-Honour, Datuk
Hj Mohd Shafie bin Hj
Apdal, Minister of Do-
mestic Trade and Con-
sumer Affairs, corporate
leaders, representatives
from various regulatory
bodies, members of the
accountancy profession,
entrepreneurs, senior
executives and repre-
sentatives from Bursa
Malaysia listed compa-
nies.Winning smiles… All the winners in a group photograph
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COMPLETE LIST OF WINNERS
FOR NACRA 2005

Certificates of Merits
Bank Pembangunan dan Infrastruktur Malaysia Berhad
CIMB Berhad
DRB-HICOM Berhad
Edaran Otomobil Nasional Berhad
Heitech Padu Berhad
IOI Corporation Berhad
Malayan Banking Berhad
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
Nestle (Malaysia) Berhad
Petronas Gas Berhad
Sime UEP Properties Berhad
Sunrise Berhad
Tenaga Nasional Berhad
Tractors Malaysia Holdings Berhad

Special Award for Non-Listed Organisations
Pengurusan Danaharta Nasional Berhad

Best Annual Report in Environmental Reporting
Shell Refining Co (FOM) Malaysia

PRESENTATION AWARDS
Best Annual Report in Bahasa Malaysia (Joint Winner)
Public Bank Berhad
Kumpulan Guthrie Berhad

Best Designed Annual Report
Telekom Malaysia Berhad

INDUSTRY EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Second Board
Industrial Products
Tien Wah Press Holdings Berhad

Main Board
Plantations & Mining
Kumpulan Guthrie Berhad

Properties, Hotel & Trusts
Island & Peninsular Berhad

Construction & Infrastructure Project Companies
Puncak Niaga Holdings Berhad

Finance
Public Bank Berhad

Trading & Services
Telekom Malaysia Berhad

Industrial Products and Technology
Shell Refining Co (FOM) Malaysia

Consumer Products
British American Tobacco (M) Berhad

OVERALL EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Most Outstanding Annual Report of the Year
Public Bank Berhad

NACRA PAST WINNERS FOR THE MOST
OUTSTANDING ANNUAL REPORT

1990 Public Bank Berhad
1991-1996 AMMB Holdings Berhad
1997 Public Bank Berhad
1998-2000 Kumpulan Guthrie Berhad
2001 Kumpulan Guthrie Berhad
2002-2004 Public Bank Berhad

NACRA is an annual event jointly
organised by the Malaysian Institute
of Accountants (MIA), the Malaysian
Institute of Management (MIM) and
the Malaysian Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (MICPA). Bursa
Malaysia is a supporting organisation
for NACRA 2005.

The objective of NACRA is to
promote greater corporate account-
ability and more effective communica-
tion by organisations to their
stakeholders through the publication
of timely, informative, factual and
reader-friendly annual reports.

The NACRA 2005 competition
which was launched earlier in May
this year, had all the Bursa Malaysia
listed companies going through gru-
elling and stringent rounds of adjudi-
cation by a panel of more than 70 ad-
judicators, drawn from the securities
industries, accountancy profession,
commerce and industry and academic
institutions. It was the same for non-
listed companies.

“Like the listed companies, all the

other organisations should also strive
to improve their corporate governance
practices to meet world-class stan-
dards in corporate reporting, disclo-
sure and communications. It is the vi-
sion of the NACRA Organising Com-
mittee each year to see the participa-
tion of more companies, be it from
listed or non-listed, to raise the stan-
dards of corporate repor ting to a
higher level,” said Chairman of the
NACRA 2005 Organising Committee,
Dr. Andy Woo Cheong Lai, in his wel-
come address.

Datuk Haji Mohd Shafie, in his
speech, noted that the night’s event
was made more significant in the wake

of the Government’s announcement
on 5 November 2005 as the National
Integrity Day to promote integrity,
good values and good governance
amongst Malaysians. He also quoted
the Prime Minister, Dato’ Seri
Abdullah Ahmad Badawi on the
latter’s remark that the success of the
integrity enhancement initiative de-
pends on the direct involvement of all
parties during the official launch of
the National Integrity Plan (NIP).

“I am pleased to observe that this

NACRA competition has become a
part of that collective effort of the
nation’s business community in pro-
moting greater transparency and ac-
countability by corporates in their fi-
nancial reporting, as well as further
enhancing the growth and develop-
ment of the Malaysian capital market,”
said Mohd Shafie at the dinner.

After dinner, the Minister who was
accompanied by Dr. Andy Woo, Ken
Pushpanathan, Chairman of the
NACRA 2005 Adjudication Committee
and Lam Kee Soon, member of the
NACRA 2005 Organising and Adjudi-
cation Committee presented the
awards to the deserving winners.

“Like the listed companies, all the other organisations

should also strive to improve their corporate governance

practices to meet world-class standards in corporate

reporting, disclosure and communications.”
Dr. Andy Woo Cheong Lai, Chairman, NACRA 2005 Organising Committee

AT
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Forum on International Education Standards for
Professional Accountants

broader structure of accounting education
and development, and IFAC has a world-
wide leadership role to re-formulate the
foundation of accountants’ development
and maintenance of professional values,
ethics and attitudes.

Assessment Methods
Professor David Hunt presented a topic

on Assessment Methods. In his presentation,
he briefly explained the key concepts in
assessment to ensure that suitable assess-
ment procedures were in place and candi-
dates admitted to membership are appro-
priately qualified. Factors that need to be
taken into consideration when choosing a
set of different assessment methods in-
clude educational effectiveness, resource
efficiency and transparency, fairness and
robustness. Professor Hunt added, for an
assessment system to be educationally ef-
fective, there will need to be clearly estab-
lished objectives for the educational sys-
tem as a whole, the assessment system will
have to produce the required learning out-
comes and the system should be both valid
and reliable.

Panel Discussion
Later, there was a group discussion ses-

sion where the panellists shared their ex-
perience and expertise on current issues
on education, ethics and assessment. This
session provided the opportunity for a
number of critical questions to be raised
and responded to by the panellists. Other
than Professor Leung and Professor Hunt,
Claire Egan, Technical Manager of IFAC,
Associate Professor Dr. S. Susela Devi,
University of Malaya and Ken
Pushpanathan, Council Member of MICPA
participated as panellists in this session.

One conclusion from the forum was that
the way forward for the Malaysian accoun-
tancy education system is to improve its
standards and be responsive to the
changes in the business environment. This
is to ensure the abilities of professional ac-
countants in this country meet the needs
and demands of the marketplace — to com-
pete globally, with high-quality standards
and enhanced competencies and skills.

The Institute together with the Malaysian
Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(MICPA) organised a half-day Forum on
International Education Standards for
Professional Accountants on 27 October
2005 at the Conference Hall, Securities
Commission, Kuala Lumpur. The forum,
held in conjunction with the IFAC Edu-
cation Committee meeting in Kuala
Lumpur, was attended by the members
of the IFAC Education Committee as well
as over 70 delegates spanning academi-
cians from institutions of higher learn-
ing (IHLs), public practitioners, profes-
sional bodies and government accoun-
tants.  Dato’  Ab. Halim Mohyiddin,
MICPA’s President and Nik Mohd
Hasyudeen Yusoff, MIA’s Vice-President
and Council Members of both Institutes
were also present at the forum.

The objective of the forum was to pro-
vide updated information on current issues
pertaining to the international education
standards issued by the International Fed-
eration of Accountants (IFAC).

The Director General of the Department
of Higher Education Management, Minis-
try of Higher Education, YBhg Dato’ Pro-
fessor Dr. Hassan Said officiated the fo-
rum. Specially invited speakers at the fo-
rum included Henry Saville, Chairman of
IFAC’s Education Committee, Professor
Philomena Leung, Acting Head, School of
Accounting, Economics & Finance, Deakin
University of Australia and Professor David
Hunt, Member of the IFAC Education
Committee.

The topics discussed were mainly fo-
cused on “Competence Requirements for
Audit Professionals, Ethics Education and
Assessment Methods”.

Keynote Address
In his keynote address, the Director

General of the Depar tment of Higher
Education Management elucidated the
challenges faced in developing account-
ing education in Malaysia including is-
sues such as student enrolment, curricu-
lum, the changing of the business envi-
ronment and receiving recognition from
the profession. He also pointed out the

need for accounting education to be con-
stantly updated as changes occur in the
market. And to further facilitate the de-
velopment of accounting education in
line with the direction that meets national
aspirations of the country and competi-
tive needs of the profession, there needs
to be a strategic alliance between the
regulatory body i.e. the Institute, other
professional accounting bodies in the
country and local IHLs. Via this strate-
gic partnership, competitive elements
can be incorporated into the accounting
education in order for it to be relevant in
the present times, and equip professional
accountants for the challenges of the fu-
ture, he said.

Competence Requirements for
Audit Professionals

Henry Saville in his first presentation
touched on various issues on the new pro-
posal of Competence Requirements for
Audit Professionals (IES 8). The purpose
of new guidelines is to assist current and
prospective audit professionals in carry-
ing out their responsibilities. The IES 8
has become necessary not only because
of the specialist knowledge and skills
required to perform competently in this
area, but also because of the reliance the
public and other third parties place on the
financial statement audit function. This
standard is based on the platform for all
professional accountants established by
IES 1 to 7, he added.

Ethics Education
Professor Philomena Leung presented a

research paper titled Approaches to the de-
velopment and maintenance of profes-
sional values, ethics and attitudes in ac-
counting education programs. Some of the
major findings of the project were on ethi-
cal threats or issues, perceptions of ethics
education, ethics requirements in pre-
qualifying entry and programmes, topics
of ethics education in pre-qualifying
programmes and CPD ethics require-
ments. In summing up her project presen-
tation, Professor Leung highlighted that
ethics education should be par t of a
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by IFAC’s Ethics Committee
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Following the recent issuance of the Code of
Ethics for Professional Accountants (“Code
of Ethics”) by the Ethics Committee of IFAC,
the Ethics Committee organised a Forum in
Brussels, Belgium, on 11 October 2005.

The Forum was attended by approxi-
mately 150 people who included regulators,
standard-setters, and leaders of accountancy
organisation and members of the profession.
The participating countries were France, the
UK, Switzerland, Ireland, Austria, Lebanon,
India, Hong Kong and many more.

The objective of the Forum was to raise
awareness on the recently issued Code of
Ethics and also to obtain feedback from
member bodies on their implementation
and application of a principles-based Code
of Ethics in their respective jurisdictions.

In general, participants were in favour of
the principles-based framework but the ma-
jority raised the issue of enforcement. Regu-
lators of the respective jurisdictions present
at the Forum raised their concern in respect
of enforcing a principles-based framework
and requested guidance from the Ethics
Committee. The Ethics Committee re-
sponded that as the standard-setter, the Com-
mittee would not be involved in the issue of
enforcement. The Ethics Committee recom-
mends that the respective jurisdictions deal
with enforcement issues within the context
of their respective domestic regulations.

Participants also commented on the need
for clarity, as the Code of Ethics was per-
ceived to be too wordy and difficult to un-
derstand. Participants felt that the Code of
Ethics also needs to be simplified to aid mem-
ber bodies that have to translate the Code of
Ethics to their respective national languages.
Presently, the translation of the Code of Eth-
ics is quite difficult. Requests were also made
for the Ethics Committee to provide guid-
ance to facilitate the translation of the Code
of Ethics as some jurisdictions have encoun-
tered situations where when a particular pro-
vision in the Code of Ethics is translated, it
becomes weaker in meaning.

During the Forum, the Ethics Commit-
tee had expressed its objective of promot-
ing international convergence in the Code
of Ethics and had solicited the views from
the participants as to how the Committee

can achieve this. The regulators
were of the view that in order to
achieve international convergence,
the Code of Ethics should include
more prohibition to gain the accep-
tance of regulators. It was raised that
the Code of Ethics should be robust
and the prohibitions should be
clearly stated. On the other hand other par-
ticipants believe that the inclusion of pro-
hibitions would distort and reduce the im-
pact of the principles-based framework.

The Ethics Committee was also urged
to embark on promoting awareness of the
Code of Ethics. The wrong perception by
many that the Code of Ethics is only ben-
eficial and applicable to the big firms rather
than the smaller firms should also be ad-
dressed. The perception stems from the
fact that there is a lack of understanding
among many in respect of the essence of
Code of Ethics. Therefore, it was sug-
gested that the Ethics Committee look into
addressing these issues by creating more
guidance and introducing real-life case
studies to help with the application of the
Code of Ethics.

Besides creating awareness on the Code
of Ethics for Professional Accountants, the
Forum also addressed the project undertaken
by the Ethics Committee to consider revisions
to Section 290 of the Code of Ethics.

The independence provisions in Section
290 of the Code of Ethics (previously Sec-
tion 8) were issued in November 2001, with
an effective date for assurance reports is-
sued after 31 December 2004. Since issu-
ance, several failures have led to a loss in
credibility in aspects of the financial report-
ing process and many jurisdictions have
taken steps to restore credibility, namely,
in the area of auditor independence. As
such, in September 2004, the Ethics Com-
mittee approved a project to consider
whether any parts of the independence re-
quirements should be revised.

At the Forum, the Ethics Committee pre-
sented the areas that it was considering
revising and requested the input of the
participants on the revision. The areas of
Section 290 that were highlighted for pos-
sible revision are as follows:

Clarity
The users of the Code of Ethics found

the section too ‘wordy’. As such, the Eth-
ics Committee was considering making the
language used in the provision more
reader-friendly and understandable.

It was noted that certain safeguards assisted
with the compliance of fundamental principles
rather than addressing a specific threat to in-
dependence. For example, in the Code of Eth-
ics, discussion with the audit committee or
those charged with governance was stated as
a safeguard. However, it could be argued that
the discussion with the audit committee, by
itself, is unlikely to reduce the threat to inde-
pendence, it is the action that the auditor takes
as a result of the discussion that is important.
It was also noted that in situations where there
are intimidation and familiarity threats, dis-
cussing the issue with those charged with gov-
ernance may not be an adequate safeguard.
Therefore, the Committee decided to review
these safeguards and make appropriate revi-
sions.

Section 290 deals with all assurance en-
gagements, however, the majority of the as-
surance engagements performed are audit
engagements. The Committee was consid-
ering splitting Section 290 to incorporate a
separate section for audit engagements.

Employment with assurance client
The Committee recognised the fact that

if a partner or former partner or a member
of the assurance teams joins or is to join the
client, a threat to independence may be cre-
ated. The Committee was considering intro-
ducing “a cooling off period”. It has not been
decided on whether the cooling off period
should be a defined period of time or should
be tied to the filing of a set of financial state-
ments and to whom it will be applicable to.
The matter is still under consideration by
the Ethics Committee.

Council Member Gloria Goh (centre) at the Forum
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Acting in the capacity of management
Generally, a threat to independence

would be created if a member of the assur-
ance team makes judgments and decisions
that are the responsibility of the manage-
ment. Typically, the action that may cause
a threat includes making decisions on be-
half of the management, authorising and
executing transactions and reporting in a
management role to those charged with
governance.

The Committee is considering clarifying
the restrictions and the possibility of add-
ing further restrictions to the provision that
deal with the above, for example execut-
ing routine and administrative matters.

Non-Assurance services
covered in the Code

The Ethics Committee requested input
on whether the non-assurance services
covered in the Code of Ethics were prop-
erly addressed.

The comments received were in respect
of tax services, valuation services, tempo-
rary staff assignment to assurance clients
and corporate finance services.

Currently, the Code of Ethics does not
prohibit the provision of tax services to au-
dit clients, as it is not seen to create threats
to independence. The Committee noted that
there might be certain tax services that
could create significant threats to indepen-
dence, for example, aggressive tax
schemes. Therefore, the Committee is con-
sidering whether certain restrictions should
be included to address possible threats to
independence. Generally, the regulators
were supportive of such a revision.

However, it was raised that if members
in practice are asked to participate in ag-
gressive tax schemes or if they are asked
to do something illegal, it is not a question
of independence but rather a question of
integrity. In some jurisdictions, tax services
form a significant part of the non-assurance
services, therefore the impact of any revi-
sion to the said provision needs to be con-
sidered in detail.

In respect of valuation services, most
often valuation services involves the valu-
ation of matters material to the financial
statements and involves a significant de-
gree of subjectivity. Therefore the current
position which states that if these were the

case, the self-review threat created could
not be reduced to an acceptable level by
the application of any safeguards, is not
helpful to members in practice. The Eth-
ics Committee took note of the issue
raised.

The provisions in respect of the tempo-
rary staff assignment to assurance clients
and corporate finance need to be looked
into. The input received suggested that the
provision on temporary staff assignment
to assurance clients needs to be tightened.
As for the provision on corporate finance
services, it was commented that there
needs to be more guidance.

Long association of senior personnel
During the Forum, the Ethics Commit-

tee requested the participants’ input on
whether partner rotation was properly ad-
dressed.

The current position is that the engage-
ment partner or the individual responsible
for the engagement quality control review
should be rotated from a particular engage-
ment after a seven-year period and may not
participate in the engagement until two
years have lapsed.

The Committee was considering
whether rotation should be applied to part-
ners that serve material subsidiaries of the
organisation and obtained the views of the
participants. During the Forum, it was
raised that there was no need for the rota-
tion to be extended to the partners of the
subsidiaries as the threat to independence
would generally be addressed when the
partner of the parent of the organisation is
rotated.

There were also views that suggested
the partners should be rotated after three
years and rotation should only be appli-
cable to the par tner of the parent
organisation. There were suggestions that
the Committee look into the possibility of
extending the requirement of rotation to
partners of tax engagements because of
the increased scrutiny in respect of the
provision of non-assurance services to as-
surance clients. The Committee took note
of the comments received.

There were also calls for additional safe-
guards in respect of this provision. The
Ethics Committee responded that it was
looking into including additional safe-

guards to the existing safeguards to en-
hance the provision. For example, it was
considering including an additional safe-
guard which requires the firm to conduct
the audit jointly with another firm.

Small and medium-size entities
The provision on independence contains

generic requirements but with a number
of additional requirements for the audits
of listed entities. The Committee solicited
the participants’ input on whether these
have resulted in the appropriate standards
for audits of small and medium-sized enti-
ties.

Generally, the participants felt that the
standards for audits of small and medium-
sized entities were properly addressed but
suggested ways for enhancements. For
example, there were requests made by par-
ticipants for the Ethics Committee to de-
fine public interest entities as some juris-
dictions were having problems defining
public interest entities. The terminology
was problematic and involved some level
of judgment to be applied.

The participants were generally agree-
able to the Ethics Committee’s suggestion
to split the provisions dealing with listed
and non-listed entities, but cautioned that
the split may cause some confusion.

On a general note, the feedback received
also included the need to inculcate aware-
ness among regulators, management,
board of directors and audit committees of
an organisation on the expectations and re-
quirements of auditors with respect to in-
dependence to ensure that there is a clear
understanding as to the auditors’ duties
and responsibility.

There were also some reservations on
the Ethics Committee project to revise
Section 290 as it was felt that the Code of
Ethics was still in its infancy and major
changes to it at this stage may not be wel-
comed by the member bodies.

The Ethics Committee was also cau-
tioned against not importing specific prob-
lems faced by certain jurisdictions into the
Code of Ethics as it would make the Code
of Ethics more confusing and restrictive.
The Forum ended with the assurance by
the Ethics Committee that the comments
made by the participants would be consid-
ered in its revisions to Section 290. AT
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CIMA launches ‘CIMA
Development’ for employers
CIMA launched the ‘CIMA Development’ scheme for
employers last October in London. CIMA Develop-
ment offers recognition to employers who are able
to demonstrate that they are meeting CIMA profes-
sional development standards. The scheme will en-
courage employers to support CIMA members in
maintaining their skills and enhancing their value to
the organisation via a planned programme of profes-
sional development. Employers who meet the CIMA
professional development standards will be accred-
ited as CIMA Development Partners.

CIMA has identified a set of professional devel-
opment quality standards for employers. These qual-
ity standards have been set out in an Assessment
Matrix against which employers will benchmark
their progress in meeting those standards and as-
sess their subsequent eligibility to apply for accredi-
tation as a CIMA Development Partner. Supporting
guidelines are also provided to give guidance on in-
terpretation and implementation of the standards.
Employers who meet the standards and confirm
they can offer supporting evidence will be accred-
ited as CIMA Development Partners and be able to
use the CIMA Development Partner logo.

Monitoring of accredited employers
To ensure the integrity of the scheme, random

checks of accredited employers will be undertaken.
Accreditation as a CIMA Development Partner will
be reviewed after three years. The review will in-
clude updating the original application and assess-
ment of progress in meeting CIMA’s quality stan-
dards for Professional Development.

Evaluation of the scheme
The CIMA Development scheme itself will be re-

viewed and evaluated on a regular basis and feed-

back on the Scheme and Guidelines from employ-
ers, managers and CIMA members will be taken into
account to ensure that it remains relevant and cus-
tomer-focused.

Benefits for the employer
CIMA Development can contribute to the overall

success of the business helping to raise standards
in the workplace, as well as creating positive busi-
ness benefits for the CIMA Development Partner:

� assurance that the business and scheme members
are getting maximum benefit from CPD in line
with business requirements;

� lower staff turnover enabling the retention and
development of intellectual capital, as well as re-
duced staff replacement costs;

� improved business decisions through employees
being current in the requirements for their job;

� better management of business risk through en-
hanced ethical standards of staff;

� no individual or business time wasted through ad-
ditional paperwork and bureaucracy, enabling a
total focus on development activities that meet
both individual and business needs;

� enables employers to attract and retain high-qual-
ity staff through demonstrably implementing best
practice people development;

� enhanced professional standing of the organisation
in the marketplace;

� broad organisational flexibility through management
accounting professionals who are able to adapt their
skills and careers to changing business demands en-
abling a cost-effective use of human resources;

� potential for consistency across all professionals
within the organisation through this planned busi-
ness and individual centric approach to CPD.

For further information, please log on to www.cimaglobal.
com/cpd or e-mail cima.development @cimaglobal.com.

CIMA appoints new Head of Learning Partnerships
CIMA is pleased to announce the appointment of Tam Kam Peng as its new Head of
Learning Partnerships from September 2005. This new and exciting post within the
Education Directorate means that Tam will have global responsibility for strengthening
both existing links with learning partners and building new learning partnerships in
CIMA’s developing markets. In another first, Tam will be based at CIMA Malaysia Divi-
sion in Kuala Lumpur but reporting directly to CIMA’s Director of Education in the UK.
Commenting on Tam’s appointment he said,“We are very excited that Tam is joining the
team. She has a proven track record of accounting education and training, especially in
non-UK markets. One of her first tasks will be to visit the learning partners in the re-
gion. Tam will be pivotal in ensuring closer working relationships that can only serve to
improve the CIMA student learning experience in these key markets.”

Tam Kam Peng
AT

AT
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Audrey is New
Malaysia Director
Audrey Danasamy has been appointed Di-
rector Malaysia. Prior to taking on the posi-
tion of Director Malaysia, Audrey served on
the Membership Committee of CPA Austra-
lia, providing input on enhancing member
value. In her current role as Director Ma-
laysia, Audrey will draw from her vast mana-
gerial experience including her directorship at the Malaysia Australia Business
Council (MABC) in promoting trade and investment and forging business links
between Malaysia and Australia including the area of education, having worked
closely with the Australia Education International (AEI). Audrey’s strong links
with both the Australian and Malaysian Governments augur well for the Malay-
sia Office of CPA Australia as she is able to play a dynamic role in promoting
closer ties between the business and accounting communities of these coun-
tries.

Audrey started her career in auditing with Ernst & Young. She then took up
a position at the Royal Lake Club, a private members’ club with a patronage of
over 8,000 members, as Finance Manager and was subsequently promoted to
become its General Manager. From the hospitality and recreational environ-
ment, she moved on to a business environment and was appointed Executive
Director of the MABC, a position she held for seven years. She has been a
member of CPA Australia since 1987.

AT

AT

CPA Australia’s Best, Saluted
It was a day of recognition for high distinction
achievers, and members who attained advancements
in their designations as they were presented with
certificates and awards at the recent ceremony held
in Pan Pacific Kuala Lumpur.

In her opening remarks, President of CPA Australia
Malaysia, Margaret Chin commended the high
distinction achievers for the CPA Program and said
that they had done Malaysia proud by surpassing the
high level of performance that is required to pass
the examinations.

She also stressed on the need for CPAs to heed the
call of the Prime Minister to practise greater corporate
governance and transparency. In this regard, there is
a need for CPAs to have a high level of ethics and a
sense of responsibility to the community.

Also present to give out the awards were Council
Members, Christina Foo, Justin Tan Wah Joo, Dr.
Mohamed Fowzi Haji Razi and Mike Krishnan, together
with Malaysia Director, Ron Switzer. A total of 60 award
and certificate recipients were honoured at the afternoon
function. Of these, 33 were high achievers in the CPA
Programme, 18 Associate members were conferred full
CPA status, while five others advanced to Fellow status.

Among the five was Dr. Mohamed Fowzi Haji Razi.
H i g h - d i s t i n c t i o n

achievers were rewarded
for their hard work and
dedication in acquiring the
highest recognition in their
CPA Program. Excellence
award recipient, Jennifer
Ting Fu Man achieved
high distinction in the CPA
108 Reporting and
Professional Practice, and
received AUD$500 for her
outstanding performance.
“I don’t think I have any secrets to success, just a lot of
hard work. I give my best in everything I do,” said the 22
year-old lass from Sarawak.

Another excellence award recipient for the CPA
Corporate Governance & Accountability segment who
was also rewarded with AUD$500 and a Certificate of
Achievement, Vijayasoorya Krishna Moorthy, said he
felt very honoured to be conferred with the recognition.
He exalted the virtues of time management which he
has been using since school days. “When you allocate
time for each subject, and strictly adhere to the timetable
planned out for yourself, nothing can go wrong,” said a
confident Vijayasoorya.

Excellence award
winners Vijayasoorya

Krishna Moorthy (left)
and Jennifer Ting Fu

Man (extreme right)
with CPA Australia

Malaysia Branch
President, Margaret

Chin

CPA Australia opens new
office in London
The world’s 6th largest accounting body, CPA Aus-
tralia, officially opened its European office in Lon-
don today to provide services to members in the
region and to work closely with global account-
ing standard-setters.

Located at Australia House, in The Strand, the
opening of the office marks a new stage in the pres-
ence that CPA Australia has had in Europe since 1967.

Mark Coughlin, CPA Australia’s President, said
“London is an ideal base for our European office.
Besides the fact that most of our European-based
members live and work in this city, it is a major
hub for the world’s financial markets.”

“The official opening of the London office tops
of a very successful year in our international strat-
egy and adds to the already impressive presence
we have in other regions,” Mr Coughlin said.

“In a globalised economy, in which our mem-
bers travel the world to work and live, it is impor-
tant that we respond to this reality and believe
that the London office will be a very important
base for our European operations.” AT

News from Professional Bodies
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IAASB Issues Exposure
Drafts to Enhance the
Clarity of International
Standards
As part of its comprehensive programme
to improve the clarity of international stan-
dards, the International Auditing and As-
surance Standards Board (IAASB) of the
International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC) has issued exposure drafts (EDs)
of four proposed standards in a new draft-
ing style. It has also issued an exposure
draft of Proposed Amendments to the
Preface to the International Standards on
Quality Control, Auditing, Assurance and
Related Ser vices and an Explanator y
Memorandum to accompany the EDs.
The release of these documents marks the
beginning of the IAASB’s ambitious 18-
month program to re-draft standards and
to develop new standards using the new
style.

The IAASB developed its new drafting
style based on responses to its 2004 Pro-
posed Policy Statement and Consultation
Paper on Clarity. The proposals were dis-
cussed at a forum of interested parties in
July 2005 and refined as a result. Key ele-
ments of the new drafting style include:
basing the standards on objectives, as op-
posed to procedural considerations; use of
the word “shall” to identify requirements
that the professional accountant is ex-
pected to follow in the vast majority of en-
gagements; eliminating the present tense
to describe actions by the professional ac-
countant, which some had regarded as
ambiguous in terms of obligation; and
structural improvements to enhance the
overall readability and understandability of
the standards.

“The Clarity Project was undertaken pri-
marily to deal with our use of the present
tense, which it had been suggested was am-
biguous in effect. We have also taken the
opportunity to make changes to improve
our drafting conventions to ensure that
IAASB standards are understandable and
capable of being translated and to facilitate
international convergence,” explains
IAASB Chairman John Kellas. “Through
consultation with regulators, the IAASB’s

Consultative Advisory Group, other stan-
dard setters and users of the standards, we
developed this drafting style which we be-
lieve will clarify the requirements in the
standards and make the standards easier
to understand and to adopt.”

The following four proposed standards
have been re-drafted in the new style:

� International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 240
(Redrafted), The Auditor’s Responsibility
to Consider Fraud in an Audit of Finan-
cial Statements;

� ISA 300 (Redrafted), Planning an Audit of
Financial Statements;

� ISA 315 (Redrafted), Understanding the
Entity and Its Environment and Assess-
ing the Risks of Material Misstatement;
and

� ISA 330 (Redrafted), The Auditor’s Proce-
dures in Response to Assessed Risks.

The enhancements contained in the re-
drafted standards also respond to the find-
ings of the 2004 IFAC report, Challenges
and Successes In Implementing Interna-
tional Standards: Achieving Convergence
To IFRSs and ISAs, which identified such
issues as the length and complexity of in-
ternational standards as major challenges
to convergence for such constituents as ac-
countants in developing nations and small
and medium practices and entities.

Comments on the exposure drafts are re-
quested by 28 February 2006. The EDs may
be viewed by going to www.ifac.org/EDs. Com-
ments may be submitted by email to
EDComments@ifac.org. They can also be
faxed to the attention of the IAASB Technical
Director at +1 (212) 286-9570 or mailed to
IFAC, 545 Fifth Avenue, 14th Floor, New York,
NY 10017, USA. All comments will be consid-
ered a matter of public record and will ulti-
mately be posted on IFAC’s website.

IFAC Invites Comments
on Proposed New
Governance Structure
To ensure that its governance structure
is clear, understandable and robust, the
International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC) is inviting comments on proposed
revisions to its Constitution that will bet-
ter reflect the purpose of IFAC and how it
will meet the expectations of stakehold-

AT

ers. The invitation to comment (ITC), Pro-
posed Revision of the International Fed-
eration of Accountants’ Constitution, was
developed over the past year by the IFAC
Constitutional Working Group. The Work-
ing Group was specially appointed by the
IFAC Board to strengthen the
organisation’s governance arrangements
both to enhance its operations and to con-
form with current best practices. The ITC
proposes changes to reflect a three-tiered
governance document structure, which
would include:

� IFAC Constitution. The Constitution will
remain the primary governance and
foundation document of IFAC, and the
process for its amendment by the IFAC
Council would remain unchanged.

� IFAC Bylaws. The Bylaws, currently be-
ing developed, would incorporate exist-
ing items from within the Constitution
that provide greater detail in support of
items addressed and include new provi-
sions to further support the Constitution.
The IFAC Board would have authority
to amend the Bylaws with immediate ef-
fect until the next Council meeting, at
which time the Council would need to
approve the amendment for it to become
permanent.

� IFAC Policies and Procedures Manual.
The manual, which is also currently be-
ing developed, would contain policies
and procedures determined by the IFAC
Board and management to support the
Constitution and Bylaws.

The ITC is posted on the IFAC website and can
be viewed by clicking here. Member bodies,
regional accountancy organisations, regulators,
accounting firms and the general public are in-
vited to provide comments by 1 February 2006.
Comments may be submitted by email to
ITC@ifac.org. They can also be faxed to the at-
tention of the Director of Operations at +1 (212)
286-9570 or mailed to IFAC, 545 Fifth Avenue,
14th Floor, New York, NY 10017, US.
As part of the consultation process with mem-
ber bodies, a workshop session will be held
during the November Council meeting to review
the proposed changes and to provide member
bodies with a further opportunity to offer their
input on the Constitution’s proposed new struc-
ture.
The Constitutional Working Group will consider
the comments received and prepare a revised
Constitution for approval by Council in Novem-
ber 2006. When the revision is completed, it will
be posted on the IFAC website.

AT
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IAASB Defers Effective
Dates of Recent Amend-
ments to ISAs 200 and 210
At its meeting in October 2005, the Interna-
tional Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board (IAASB) of the International Federa-
tion of Accountants (IFAC) agreed to defer
the ef fective date of cer tain recently
amended requirements and guidance related
to the auditor’s consideration of the accept-
ability of the financial reporting framework
applied in preparing the financial statements.

International Standard on Auditing (ISA)
700 (Revised), The Independent Auditor’s
Report on a Complete Set of General Pur-
pose Financial Statements, has been issued
with effect for auditors’ reports dated on

or after 31 December 2006. ISA 700 (Re-
vised) provides enhanced guidance on the
auditor’s consideration of the presentation
of the financial statements. Linked to this
is the auditor’s consideration of the accept-
ability of the financial reporting framework
applied in preparing the financial state-
ments. This was provided for by way of
amendments to ISA 200, Objective and
General Principles Governing an Audit of
Financial Statements, and ISA 210, Terms
of Audit Engagements. These amendments
were to be effective for audits of financial
statements for periods beginning on or af-
ter 15 December 2005.

Although the amendments were made
in the context of complete sets of general-
purpose financial statements prepared in
accordance with financial reporting frame-
works designed to achieve fair presenta-
tion, ISAs 200 and 210 equally apply to au-
dits of other historical financial informa-
tion.

The IAASB issued an exposure draft of
proposed ISA 701, The Independent
Auditor’s Report on Other Historical Finan-
cial Information, in June 2005. It was in-
tended that ISA 701 should become effec-
tive at the same time as ISA 700 (Revised).

It will not, however, be finalised before the
amendments to ISAs 200 and 210 come into
effect.

The IAASB’s attention has been drawn
to possible inconsistencies or uncertainties
between certain requirements of ISAs 200
and 210, and those of proposed ISA 701,
and it has been suggested that these may
lead to some uncertainty in practices until
ISA 701 has been finalised. The points at
issue are technical, requiring a close read-
ing and analysis of the relevant standards.
The IAASB agreed not to seek a solution
to the technical issues at this stage.

John Kellas, Chairman of the IAASB, ex-
plains: “It would not have been appropri-
ate to take a view on the content of a final
ISA 701 without the benefit of a thorough
analysis of the comments due to be re-

ceived on the exposure draft by the end of
October 2006.”

Consequently, the IAASB agreed to de-
fer the effective date of certain require-
ments and guidance in the amended ISA
200 and the amended ISA 210 until ISA 701
becomes effective. An effective date for ISA
701 has not yet been determined.

The Appendix contains an indication of
the requirements and guidance to be de-
ferred.

  Appendix

ISAs 200 and 210 (Amended
as a Result of ISA 700 (Revised))
Requirements and Guidance
to be Deferred
The effective date of the following require-
ments and guidance in the amended ISA
200 has been deferred until ISA 701 be-
comes effective (a date yet to be deter-
mined):

� The final sentence of paragraph 3, and

� Paragraphs 37-48.

The effective date of the amended ISA
210 has been deferred until ISA 701 be-
comes effective (a date yet to be deter-
mined). AT

IFAC News

IFAC Council Supports
Initiatives to Help
Developing Nations and
Enhance Quality
Practices by
Accountants Worldwide
At its Council meeting in Auckland, New
Zealand recently, the International Federa-
tion of Accountants (IFAC) introduced ini-
tiatives to help developing nations and fur-
ther to support quality performance by ac-
countants worldwide. In addition, it re-
leased a new information paper to clarify
the roles and responsibilities of profes-
sional accountants in business, considered
a revised Constitution to continue to
strengthen its governance, and appointed
six new Board members.

Developing Nations Initiative
Recognising the critical role of the ac-

countancy profession in contributing to the
development of national economies, IFAC
released new guidance entitled, Establish-
ing and Developing a Professional Accoun-
tancy Body.

“The release of this guide demonstrates
IFAC’s increasing commitment to develop-
ing nations. It is one part of a comprehen-
sive programme to help developing nations
worldwide achieve economic growth and
stability,” states IFAC President, Graham
Ward.

“The release of this guide

demonstrates IFAC’s increasing

commitment to developing nations.

It is one part of a comprehensive

programme to help developing

nations worldwide achieve

economic growth and stability.”
Graham Ward, President,  IFAC

Developed with the input of established
accountancy bodies from around the
world, the guide includes best practice
guidance and information on membership
requirements, relations with government

“It would not have been appropriate to take a view on the content of a final

ISA 701 without the benefit of a thorough analysis of the comments due to

be received on the exposure draft by the end of October 2006.”
John Kellas, Chairman,  IAASB
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IFAC News
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“The extent of member body participation in the IFAC Compliance

Programme has been unprecedented … More than 150 member bodies

responded to Part 1, Assessment of the Regulatory and Standard Setting

Framework, demonstrating their commitment to integrity and quality. Over

80 of these responses are posted on the IFAC website and the remainder will

be posted in the next few months.”
Graham Ward, President,  IFAC

and regulators, standard-setting, educa-
tion and training and other issues. It will
be available later this month in a search-
able CD-ROM and a downloadable elec-
tronic version from the IFAC website
(www.ifac.org).

Member Body Compliance Programme
Council members also addressed Part 2

of IFAC’s Member Body Compliance
Programme. This part of the programme
seeks to understand how members and as-
sociates are meeting the requirements of
IFAC's Statements of Membership Obliga-
tions (SMOs), which establish require-
ments for members and associates to pro-
mote, incorporate and assist in implement-

ing international standards issued by IFAC
and by the International Accounting Stan-
dards Board. The SMOs also establish re-
quirements for quality assurance and inves-
tigation and discipline programs. The Part
2 questionnaire, SMO Self-Assessment, will
be distributed at the end of December 2005.
The information obtained will enable IFAC
to understand more deeply the challenges
and impediments each member and associ-
ate may face in meeting the membership
obligations. As Part 3 of the Compliance
Programme, members and associates will
be required to develop action plans to ad-
dress challenges.

“The extent of member body participa-
tion in the IFAC Compliance Programme
has been unprecedented,” comments Gra-
ham Ward. “More than 150 member bod-
ies responded to Part 1, Assessment of the
Regulatory and Standard Setting Frame-
work, demonstrating their commitment to
integrity and quality. Over 80 of these re-
sponses are posted on the IFAC website
and the remainder will be posted in the
next few months.”

The Roles and Domain of the
Professional Accountant in Business

To facilitate understanding of the role
of professional accountants in business
among business leaders, management
and investors, IFAC issued an informa-
tion paper on the diverse roles, compe-
tencies and value of the professional ac-
countant in business. The paper includes
a definition of the professional accoun-
tant in business and highlights the many
roles that professional accountants in
business fulfill, including implementing
and maintaining operational and fidu-
ciary controls, providing analytical sup-
port for strategic planning and decision
making, ensuring that effective risk man-

agement processes are in place, and as-
sisting management in setting the tone
for ethical practices.

IFAC Constitution
In a workshop session, Council reviewed

a proposed revision to the IFAC Constitu-
tion designed to strengthen the organ-
isation’s governance arrangements both to
enhance its operations and to conform with
current best practices. The proposed revi-
sion would create a three-tiered gover-
nance structure that would include the
IFAC Constitution, new IFAC Bylaws, and
the IFAC Policies and Procedures Manual.
The proposed revision was issued earlier
this month as an invitation to comment and
comments are requested by 1 February
2006. It may be viewed on the IFAC website
(www.ifac.org).

New IFAC Board Members Appointed
The IFAC Council also approved the

nomination of six new members to the
IFAC Board to serve three-year terms.
They are Joycelyn Mor ton, Australia;

Kamlesh Vikamsey, India; Bernadette
McGror y-Farrell, Ireland; Rober to
D’Imperio, Italy; Gen Ikegami, Japan; and
Robert L. Bunting, US. Two other mem-
bers of the IFAC Board — Sylvie Voghel
of Canada and Ndung’u Gathinji of Kenya
— were reappointed by the Council to
three-year terms. A complete list of the
members of the November 2005-Novem-
ber 2006 IFAC Board is available as an ap-
pendix to this release.

During the meeting, the Council also
accepted two new organisations as associ-
ates of IFAC:
� Association of Accountants and Auditors

in Armenia; and
� Latvian Association of Certified Auditors.

  Appendix
IFAC Board (November 2005 to
November 2006)

• Graham Ward, CBE, President

• Juan José Fermín del Valle, Deputy
President, Argentina

• Joycelyn Morton, Australia

• Guy Almeida Andrade, Brazil

• David Smith, Canada

• Sylvie Voghel, Canada

• Yugui Chen, China

• William Nahum, France

• Eric Li, Hong Kong

• Kamlesh Vikamsey, India

• Bernadette McGrory-Farrell, Ireland

• Ofer Minirav, Israel

• Roberto D’Imperio, Italy

• Gen Ikegami, Japan

• Ndung’u Gathinji, Kenya

• Datuk Abdul Samad Haji Alias (Dr.),
Malaysia

• Göran Tidström, Nordic Federation

• Ignatius Sehoole, South Africa

• David Leonard, UK

• Charles Tilley, UK

• Robert L. Bunting, US

• Charles Horstmann, US

For more information about IFAC membership
and activities, visit the IFAC website at
www.ifac.org.
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Non-Audit Firms
FROM 1-31 OCTOBER 2005

New Registration
 NON-AUDIT FIRM NF NO.

JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM

C.E. Tan & Co. 0710
104-A, Jalan Harimau Tarum
Taman Century
80250 Johor Bahru
Tel: 07-331 0949   Fax: 07-331 7211
e-mail: tance100@yahoo.com

LS Associates 0711
No. 29 Jalan Permas 9/9
Bdr Baru Permas Jaya, Johor Bahru
81750 Masai
Tel: 07-388 8101   Fax: 07-388 8105
e-mail: kindsin@gmail.com

PAHANG DARUL MAKMUR

A.S. Consultant 0713
No. 8, Jalan Muhibbah 1
Taman Muhibbah 1
28000 Temerloh
Tel: 09-290 1130   Fax: 09-290 1131

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

KIG Consultancy 0714
CF-15, Jalan Aman 6
Kajang Utama
43000 Kajang
Tel: 03-8734 5745

WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN

RH Tax Services 0712
No. 11-1-1 Jln 3/62D
Medan Putra Business Centre
Bdr Sri Menjalara
52200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-6277 2054   Fax: 03-6277 2054
e-mail: hst5609@tm.net.my

S H Lee & Associates                          0715
51C, Pusat Bandar Taman Desa
Jalan Desa Bakti
Taman Desa
58100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-7981 5355   Fax: 03-7981 5377
e-mail: shereen_leez@yahoo.co.uk

Name Change
 NON-AUDIT FIRM NF NO.

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

HK Chang & Co. 0693
(Previously known as Michael & Associates)
52-B, Jalan Nanas
41400 Klang
Tel: 03-3343 2700   Fax: 03-3343 8176
e-mail: mchanghk@streamyx.com

Audit Firms
FROM 1-31 OCTOBER 2005

New Registration
 AUDIT FIRM AF NO.

SABAH

Alexandra F L Chin 001813
Lot 10 (10), 2nd Floor, Blk C
Damai Plaza Phase 3
88300 Kota Kinabalu
Tel: 016-832 1168
e-mail: aflchin@tm.net.my

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

CL & Associates 001812
C-109B, Jalan PJU 10/2A
Damansara Damai
47000 Sungai Buloh
Tel: 03-6277 3726   Fax: 03-6275 0176
e-mail: cla@tm.net.my

GC & Associates 001815
Unit No. 515, 5th Flr, Blk A
Damansara Intan, No. 1, Jln SS 20/27
47400 Petaling Jaya
Tel: 03-7725 1521   Fax: 03-7725 1520
e-mail: cgcherng@cherngco.com.my

WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN

C L Chong & Co. 001814
42-4, Jalan 3/146
Bandar Tasik Selatan
57000 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 012-221 8548   Fax: 03-9283 0533
e-mail: clchong8@streamyx.com

TF Associates 001816
No. 28-1 Persiaran Jubilee
Off Jalan Loke Yew
55200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-9223 7988   Fax: 03-9223 7975
e-mail: taobm@tm.net.my

Name Change
 AUDIT FIRM AF NO.

MELAKA

Owen KLCA 0043
(Previously known as Owen Koh & Associates)
195 Taman Melaka Raya, 75000 Melaka
Tel: 06-284 6555   Fax: 06-283 0606
e-mail: info@owenklca.com

PULAU PINANG

Thor & Co 0638
(Previously known as C H Chee & Associates)
18-21-A1, Gurney Tower
Persiaran Gurney
10250 Penang
Tel: 04-229 8800   Fax: 04-228 2121
email: enquiry@thor-co.com

SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN

Chen & Associates 1476
(Previously known as Lim Chen & Co.)
109, Lvl 1, Blk C, Damansara Intan
No. 1, Jalan SS 20/27
47400 Petaling Jaya
Tel: 03-77292381   Fax: 03-77292389
e-mail: vhchen@ytc.com.my

Eddie Kok & Co. 0387
(Previously known as Kok & Co)
22A Jalan SS15/4B
Subang Jaya Town, 47500 Subang Jaya
Tel: 03-56335725
e-mail: umtc@tm.net.my

Operation Ceased
 NON-AUDIT FIRM NF NO.

JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM

GL Ong & Associate 0590
No. 15, Jalan Permas 8/12
Taman Permas Jaya
81750 Johor Bahru
Tel: 07-387 5322   Fax: 07-388 0304

KEDAH DARUL AMAN

Teoh Wan Management Services 0228
502a Jalan Pintu Sepuluh
Jalan Putra, 05100 Alor Setar
Tel: 04-732 2098   Fax: 04-731 3388
e-mail: lkyon@pd.jaring.my

NEGERI SEMBILAN DARUL KHUSUS

C.K.Tham & Co. 0648
No. 35, Jalan Bidara Sebelas
Taman Bidara
70100 Seremban
Tel: 06-766 6018   Fax: 06-766 6017
e-mail: cktham@royaladelphi.com

Members’ Update

19671967

It’s an information resource.

MIA Online

www.mia.org.my          Accountants: Managers of Value
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A C C O U N T A N T S ’  C O R N E R

… Counting on Humour
The Pole

On a sunny afternoon three accoun-
tants are standing near a pole and
wondering about the height of the
pole.

First accountant, a CPA says, “I do
not think there is any authoritative
guidance on how to measure the height
of a pole. That is not the job of accoun-
tants.”

Second accountant, a professor at a
state university says, “Well, if we take a
survey of similar locations and asked
people about the height of poles, then we

may be able to deduce the height of this pole. It will be
a good enough estimate.”

The third accountant is a professor at an Ivy
league university. He con-
fidently claims, “If we mea-
sure the shadow of the pole
under dif ferent conditions,
then I can run a multivari-
ate regression model and
can give a very good esti-
mate of the height.”

As this conservation is
going on, an engineer
passes by. He stops and
asks about their discus-
sion. The accountants tell
him that he would probably
not understand this com-
plex problem. The engi-
neer persists and hears
about the problem. He
smiles, lifts the pole from
the base, measures it, and

I.R.S. Phone Calls …
� Caller: I want to know if I should file mar-

ried or single.
IRS: Are you married?
Caller: Well, sort of …
IRS: What?
Caller: Well, we did get married, but we’re
not counting on it.

� Caller: I got a letter from you guys and I
want to know what you want.
IRS: What does it say?
Caller: Just a minute, I’ll open it.

� Caller: I’m a bookkeeper and I need to
know if ten $100 bills make a thousand
dollars or only ten hundred dollars.
IRS: Both. It’s the same amount.
Caller: So why do I get a different answer
every time I move the decimal point?

� Caller: What does the law say about people
who are renting to relatives and taking a
loss on the property?
IRS: You are required to charge them fair
market value.
Caller: It’s very fair. If we rented to some-
one else we could get a lot more.

says, “Twelve feet and three inches,” and walks off.
The accountants look at him, laugh contemptu-
ously and say in unison — “Hell, we wanted to
know the height of the pole and he tells us the length.”

Oldest
Profession
A physician, an engi-
neer, and an accoun-
tant were discussing
which of their respec-
tive professions was
the oldest.

The physician said:
“Remember that, on
the sixth day, God took a rib from Adam and fash-
ioned Eve, making her the first surgeon. Therefore,
medicine is the oldest profession.”

The engineer replied: “But, before that, God cre-
ated the heavens and earth from chaos and confu-
sion, and thus she was the first engineer. Therefore,
engineering is older than medicine.”

Then, the accountant spoke up: “Yes, but who
do you think created all of the chaos and confu-
sion?”

The Auditor’s Cut
“The auditors have just left, sir.”
“Did they check the books?”
“Very thoroughly.”
“What did they say?”
“They want 15% to keep quiet.”

Martians
A Martian lands to plunder, pillage, and burn. The
Martian goes up to the owner of the first house
he sees and says, “I’m a Martian just arrived from
the other side of the solar system. We’re here to de-
stroy your civilisation, pillage, and burn. What do
you think of that?”

The owner replies “I cannot express an opinion
based on hearsay evidence. I am a Chartered Ac-
countant.” AT




